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I. BlflOPy^ TIOM 
A© lo'jag' at soi?erfMa#iit eontinues its role in aetemining 
polioie« which are inteiKSe^  to regulate markets and production 
in the momw^  ^rieultursl economists will want to direct 
their efforts toward the effects of such policy 
decisions, 'fh© analysis should indicate the possible effects 
of current policies as well as assist administrative •units to 
select those policies which will attain the end in view. 
Aggregate effects are of interest when policy is designed 
to deal with whole sectors of the economy. Iiegislative and 
e»cutlve groups of govem»nt are placing more emphasis upon 
policies which give less Interest to coijoaodity groups and 
more on i^ riculture as a whole in order to attain broader 
ends in view. Research designed to give inforaation and 
guidance to this type of policy making necessitates method­
ology which deals with the sectors of the economy as an 
•tg®'regate or interdependent units producing goods and ser­
vices to satisfy the wants of society, fhe Leontief input-
output ^ analysis m&sm to be an appropriate statistical tool 
for these purposes. 
Leontief*s work'first appeared in 1936 (21^  pp. 109-
132)J and a more complete investigation was published in 
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1951 (2S). R©e@nt interests In the Leontief system of inter­
dependence of Industiy relations is evidenced by the atten­
tion of sueh groups as the Bureau of latKJr Statistics, the 
Air force, Arw^  and Navy, Bureau of the Budget, Bureau of 
Mines, Bepartiaent of Coisffleree, Band Corporation, and many 
colleges and iiniversities in developing techniques and re­
search Studies closely related to Leontief*s pioneer work 
p. 97). 
Probably the m3t important contribution of the Leon­
tief foOTulation to recent developra»nts in rese^ arch method­
ology is its relationship to the development of linear 
pmgrmming* It provided one of the sources of ideas of 
the programing techni-(|ue pioneered by a small group in the 
0. S.. Air Force and more extensively investigated by the 
Cowles Coi»iS8ion (20, p» 3). 
With this recent interest in the use of the Leontief 
systea, the question arises as to what extent the Leontief 
analysis is applicable to problems in agricultural pro­
duction research. Historically, government policies have 
attempted to control agricultural production through 
acreage control and amrketing quotas during periods of de­
clining fam prices. On the other hand, policy has been 
directed at increased agricultural production under pro­
duction goal prograiM to iwet war and defense needs of the 
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economy. During periods when policies advocate a change of 
.agricultural output through control programs, what effect 
do such policies have upon the output of other sectors of 
the econoH}^ ? What quantities of resources will be released 
or resiuired in the agricultural econon^  and related sectors 
because of these new outputs? Smith (26, p. 138) states that 
Leontief input-output analysis is appropriate for dealing 
with these problems. 'H^ e attempt to employ a Leontief model 
in estiiaating empirical interdependence coefficients between 
the i^ ricultural econoay and the other sectors of the economy 
is the-overall objective of this investigation. 
•[Rie specific objectives are as follows! 
1. To formulate a mathematical nK>del of input-output 
analysis of agricultuw and other sectors of the econon^ r. 
2. fo indicate the adaptability of the Leontief 
input-output analysis to agricultural production research 
directed toward obtaining infowiation on the interdependence 
between agriculture and the rest of the economy. 
3 .  fo provide an empirical illustration of the use of 
the Leontief eysteai by estiinating the paraaieters from pre­
sently available statistics of agriculture and other sectors 
of the economy* 
4. fo analyze an empirical solution of a Leontief 
system to obtain infonaation on the interdependence of 
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agrieultuure and other sectori of the economy. 
5.. fo provide infonaation for improving the empirical 
model. 
6. fo ohserve the changes in input-output relations 
and Interdependence among the sectors over time from input-
output analyses of three points in time. 
7 .  fo investigate the validity of the theoretical 
assuiaptions of the leontief system when applied to practical 
probleiBS of the agricultural economy, 
8. fo propose 'additional areas of agricultural re­
search where toput-output luialysis may apply in seeking 
solution® to econoBiic problems. 
It should be emphasized that the empirical section of 
this investigation is purely a pilot analysis of economic 
problems with the aid of empirical interdependence coeffi­
cients .obtained from the solution of the system. fhe re­
sults may have little practical aeaning in the light of 
observed phenoiiena in the economic environment of the 
economy. Such experiences should not bring condenination 
upon the methodology but should furnish information for 
future redesigning of the model, improving the methods of 
aggregation of tl» data, or furnishing guides for collect­
ing new Kfed more reliable data for estimating the variables 
in the model. Time and money resources have been limiting 
factors in this investigation. When one considers the vast 
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resotirces sYallable to those agencies now employing the 
I^ eontlef technique where S'everal years are devoted to collect­
ing the basic data^  it is not difficult to realize that the 
empirical results of a simple investigation such as thia one 
must be looked upon with considerable reservation. 
Since input-output analysis is related to the more re­
cent methodology of activity eanalysis^  it is hoped that this 
invest^ igation will provide the student of aconomica with a 
basic understanding of input-output analysis before proceed­
ing to the more mathematical subjectlinear prograinming. 
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II. fHE mTmmTickh MODEL 
the mathematical teohnlQue use^  in this investigation 
was developed by Wasslly W, laontief, Professor of Economics 
at Haj^ vard University. Dto© theoretical scheme developed by 
hi® in studying a stoilar problem involving consumption, 
employment, investment, and output of the Amrlom economy 
was applicable to this investigation (22, pp. 139-163). 
fhe Biodel for the pi^ aent Investigation consists of 
five equations, since five economic sectors were used in 
analysing the interrelationship of agricultiire and the rest 
of the econoi^ . ®ie mathematical notation could be arare con­
densed than the reader finds in this section; however, since 
this is the first of a series of In^ ut-output studies, the 
writer has chosen the more explicit i»ethod of presentation. 
laie Iieontief input*output analysis is basically an 
open systeai of linear equations describing the relationship 
between the flows of net output between each sector of the 
econon^  and household consumption.^  solution of this 
a^apirical data are actually collected for six sectors. 
Household consumption is not explained by the system there­
fore no equation appears in the system for the household sec 
tor. fhe system is therefore called an open system of 
equations (26, p. 133). 
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sjrstem sieseribe© tl» relationship between household consump­
tion and the net output of the v«trlo^ lS sectors of the economy, 
fhese systess of l.inear equations will be algebraically <5ie-
rl¥ed in the fleseription • of tli^  mathemtical nrodel. The 
iaportmnt underlying assumptions of the input-output technique 
will toe discutsed In the theoretical framework but not from 
the •standpoint of their- validity in tn en^ irical investiga­
tion. HSiis has be-en reserved for a later section. 
The data w#re agg»gat@d into six sectors of the econoniy; 
prinary agricultural production, secondai^  agricultural pro-
ductionj all other ii^ ustries and services, foreign tr^ ©;, 
govermaent, ted houaeholds. fhe detailed description of the 
variables in the aystea is included in a later section. 1?he 
flows of net output of the first five sectors are repre­
sented by ; 
9^1^  aiaount of the net output of 
the first sector cons-wwd by the second sector In ita pro-
dtiction activity auring a period of twelve months. The net 
outputs of each sector are represented by 
iet output# are defined as J 
ft 
^4 * / ^4, +^4 1 # J (i » 1>2,3.^.5) (2.0) i  ^ ij i 
J • 1 
where is the net output of the i-th sector; is the 
quantity of net output of the i-th sector consiaiied by the 
J-th s#etors anci y is the portion of the net output of the 
i 
i~th sector•included in the final bill of goods. 
laeh sector of the econon^  a^ equires the products from 
other sectors in producing its own net output which in turn 
i© dittributed imong the other ©ectors and the final bill 
of goods, fhe balance of physical flows in the econoir?y is 
described in' the first set of five equations. 
+ 3£iS + 7i JBS (2.1) 
+ + X;a5 + XS (2.2) 
•¥ •%a + %,4 4. Vs ss; (2,3) 
%3, 4- 74, 9tt X4 (2.^ f) 
+ * 3C@4 4. 7m ss Xs- (2.5) 
©lis sfsteii. of equations can be rewritten in a more con­
venient fom as follows J 
- 3£j^ a - " ^ X4 - ^ 18 «£ 71 (2.6) 
4* •« Xjgu "• a^4 - Xjss ssa 7z (2.7) 
** 3Cq g "ij" 
"• ^ 4 - X3S 3S y® (2.8) 
"**^ 41 " %a "" 4^3 + - 3C^ 5 4^ (2.9) 
"*^ «4 *• Xgjj, - " ^ 84 -f 3Cg ^s- (2.10) 
The next step in the development of the mathematical 
model is bSBed on the assumption of fixed technical pro­
duction coefficients in all sectors of the economy. The 
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fjjcea teclmieal production coefficients of the five sectors 
included in tlie aysteia of ©Quation® are represented by 
®lsS s^s'* %S» 
®^ *s» %!•» a,g4. The coefficient 
is. th© <|uantity of physical net output of the first sector 
med by the gecorici sector per unit of net output produced by 
the $mQM sec tor.. 
fh©-technical relationships between the flow® of com-
laoiities as total inputs to & sector an<l its correaponding 
level of net outpat are given in the next system of equa­
tions . 
X^S^ '^ IS^ S (2.11) 
J (2.12) 
i S^4^ at4^ ** ^ ss^ as^ e (2.13) 
^4>a^4&^e» *4S'**®4a-^ 3» » 4^S®®^ 4S^ 5 (2.14) 
* 3iga'«a.gP£gI 3E-ga«ai5aX01 3tg^ wag,4X4 J .(2.15) 
% iubstitutihg the technical relationships of pro­
duction into th® systea of eqiiations (2,6) to (2.10), the 
resulting sytteei of esjtiations becoiaes the basic system of 
line.ar equation-s deacribii^  the econoaiy. 
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- a-isP^ a -
" ^ -14^ 4 - a^ gX^  33e 7x (2.16) 
+ Xg, 
- aa4X4 - aijgXg 3» 7z (2.17) 
" ^ sss^ a Xa - aa4X4 - aggXg IBS 7a (2.18) 
- » Y ®438^ a «* •^43X3 + X4 - a^ gXg S3 4^ (2.19) 
-
~ ^ 54X4 4- sa ¥9 ' (2.20) 
fhls syst©a of' five llii®ar equations and five unknowns 
©an have a general solution if tim matrix of the coefficients 
in the left-hiytTi<i »eaber is nonsingular (1, p. 55)-
iia*icins and Siaon (11# p. 2%7) have shown that the sys­
tem of nonhoaogeneous equation® can have an economic meaning 
only if ^ ;|*s .are all positive, and a necessary aind sufficient 
oondltlon for all X^'s to be positive Is that all principal 
minors of the matrix A be positive. 
solution of the above linear system of equations, 
(2.16) to (2,20), gives a system of relationships expressing 
the i^ 'Speotive net outputs as a function of the five parts 
of the final bill of good®. The coefficients of the solu­
tion express the ir^lationships between the final bill of 
goods and net outputs. ' fhese coefficients will be referred 
to as tl» interdependence coefficients to distinguish them 
from the input coefficients. 1!!he algebraic solution of the 
basic system of equations (2,16) to (2.20') appears as 
follows: 
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+ 4. Aisjyg » Xi (2.21) 
kS' 1 + Ag^ y^  + Aa^ yg « 3Ca (2,22) 
^&lWt Ag^ y^  + Aggy^  ^  X3 (2.23) 
* hsiJs 4- A^ y^^  + A4.gys « X4 (2.24) 
A5I.F1 4- Agg^ y^  As4y4 + As:gys (2.25) 
^ repmmntB that; part of the net output of 
the i«th sector which is €ue to th« units of coisraodity j 
enterS'd in the ftBal bill of goods.. ''WmB AizFs repremnta 
the part of the n#t output of the first sector which is due 
to the Jst units of cowBOi^ lty 2 entered in the final bill of 
goo€s. In oth©!' worAUt it ®how the armsiant of net output 
from the tlm% sector which laust flow' to the second sector 
to estftblith tte n#c@star3r ii#t outputs frora all sectors, 
&mT$ represents the diwct contribution of the second sec­
tor to the fiiiml bill of goods. 
fhe tignlfieanee of each of the A. .'s in the final ij 
solution is that express the relationship between a 
change in th@ final bill of goods and th@ net output of 
the five sectors of the econoc^ . If an increase in the 
portion of th@ final bill of goods supplied b^ r the third 
sector is assuiMsd, then ^ 3^., Aga# A34 and indicate i; / •- • 
by how much the net output of each sector must increase to 
suppl;^  the assuaed final bill of goods. 
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magnitude of the of the solution to the basic 
aysteia of equations depends upon the magnitude of the tech­
nical coefficients of production* ®ie uiatrix of technical 
coefficients of production constitutes the structural flow 
matrix,^  
It charwsterlEes 'the econoBQr in that identical struc­
tural flow iBstrices .repi^ sent identical economies if the 
aggregation is similar, and the sectors are identified with 
the tame row vectors of the matrices. 
k » 
1 "S'iS "^ •14 -a^ s 
1 
-aaa ~®-ss 
~%'a 1 -as 4 "%S 
-%i -a^ g 1 
*"%x -^ sa ~^ S4 1 
fhe inverse of the structural flow matrix appears as 
follows.: 
element of the inverse matrix is obtained by 
:tC 
A 
dividing the cofac or of the structural flow matrix by 
the deteimin«nt | I t 
| A |  
1^4 I^S 
•^ 24 2^5 
S^4 3^ 5 
4^4 4^S 
S^4 S^S 
llterimtlve .methods of ©olving for the inverae matrix 
are available to the lutvestigator. fh© Doolittle Itethod 
(5) of lnv«rtirjg a aatrix wm ustd in this investigation.^  
S®ploy»ent required for an,3r given output can also be 
detewiin#d if the labor input per unit of output is assumed 
to b© constant. The following relationship# between dollar 
value of labor used bi* each, sector and the total net outputs 
sr® added to the S3r«tem of equations (2.11) to (2.15). 
«^a * ^©a^ a* e^s ® ®es^ s (2.26) 
where X|33_, Xgg are the dollar value of labor con-
Bwmd by ttm eectors 1 to 5, and a^ j^ , a^ g are the 
doll'ar value of labor per unit of net output. 
fo compute the dollar value of labor required in each, 
.sector for ®nj given level of net output, the estimated net 
•13> 
.-i 
1^9 
4^3 
8^1 
4^n em&llmt expo.sition of the ©.oolittle Jfethod of 
inverting a •wtt.rix is given by aancroft and Anderson (2, 
pp. 192-197). 
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oiatpiit, Xj, is substituted into the appropriate fomula in 
eqiuation C2».26).^  An estimate of the labor requirement for 
the first sector is glmm by the formulas 
%!. * • (2.27) 
the total employaent of the econoB^  18 determined by 
suiomti^  til®- labor' requlreisisnts of mil sectors. 
'Bitg dependence of the ei^ loyiaent within a sector upon 
the final bill of goods ean be &hom by substituting the 
left-hand aide of equation (2.21) for X| in equation (2.2?). 
® I Aj^ jgyl H(- Aj^ y^^  + (2.28) 
or 
%i ® "*• -f a0iAj_4y4 
V 2«29 } 
where jl denotes m new final bill of goods. 
fhe analysis li limited to output, consumption, and 
employment with particular eaphasis on the use of the 
aethodology to analyze the relationship between two sectors 
of the agricultural econoaiy and among sectors of ti^  agri­
cultural econoi^  and other sectors. Leontief (17) ha» shown 
X^* refers to the net output of the J-th sector at a 
different point in tin». 
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that input-output sclteaies be ap|>lieia to analyses of in-
vestMnts. wag®#, .p3?le#s, profits, and other maeroeconomic 
profeltmt» 
-16" 
III. THE ECONOMIC MODEL 
A detailed study of the United States econon^ r would 
involve an extremely large number of variables and would con­
sist of such a large number of equations that it would be 
impracticable to solve the system. Since it is impossible 
to deal with all the variables of a complex economy such as 
found in the United States, it is necessary to aggregate the 
economy into something more managable.^  The economy is thus 
conceived as consisting of n defined sectors, each producing 
a similar but not necessarily homogeneous product (23, p. 
132 ) .  
In any particular input^ output study, several factors may 
limit the number of sectors included in the model. The amount 
of resources which the investigator has at his disposal for 
collecting data.and,performing the calculations to solve 
the system My limit the number of sectors. Computational 
equipment may not be available to handle large matrices re­
sulting from the larger models. The data may not be 
M^athematical computations used in input-output analysis 
cause a multiplication of the errors which becomes more 
serious as the order of tM matrix Increases. 
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available and reliable estimates may be impossible. 
fhe aggregation of the econoir^ r, hovj-ever necessary, 
adds a difficult problem to the input-output technique be­
cause the sOTe data aggregated to a model of sectors and 
alternately to a model of sectors may not give the same 
results when examinins the interdependence of the sectors. 
The question as to which is the most reliable answer on 
which to ffiske the infear^ nce concerning the interdependence 
beco«»s a problem of multiple choice. I^ ontief suggests a 
controlled «p©riHjeKt or a direct observation of the economy 
to test the validity of the results (22, p. 207). The prob­
lem of aggregation is worthy of much further investigation in 
determining appropriate laodels for input-output analyses.^  
Over-simplification i»a^  be an abuse of the methodology, but 
the smaller model should serve a useful purpose in illust­
rating the use of the input-output technique in agricultural 
production «!search. 
fhis study was designed specifically for determining 
the usefulness of the ^ Leontief input-output analysis in 
studying aggregate components of the agricultural economy. 
f^intner (28) discusses the use of the method of prin­
cipal components as a tool for dealing with the aggregation 
problem. He shows how factor analysis is applicable to "re­
placing several variables with a few principal components" 
such as is done in the derivation of index numbems and the 
"transition froia microecommic to macroeconomic analysis". 
(28, pp. 102-11%). 
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The data are totals of" the annual flows of net output .among 
fiw sectors of the economy. In the open .models labor ser­
vice Is treated as a prliaary factor of production and is 
used to examine the chMig.e .in employment aasociated with 
asswiaed Im&lB of output md conS:uaiption. The inputs to 
households (consitmption) beeorae' the final bill of goods 
and are variable'® determined outside the system. 
A. fhe Equations of the System 
•^ o eqaationi hm0 b@en used to describe agriculture. 
®ie first «<|uittion In the- syatsm pertains to what has been 
termed priMtry tgricultural production.^  Priiaary agricul­
tural production includes crop production and all other 
production nhei^ th® product® are harvested directly -from 
the cultur©' of plant life. !lli@ second equation in the 
system pertit.ins to what has been called secondary agricul­
tural production.. Ifeis includes all agricultural production 
l^eady (12^  p. 7^ 3) i?i discussing resource productivity 
of primary production points out that agriculture is not 
strictly m "'estractive** industry but also .processes primary 
mterials.. l<ive®toclc production thus falls into the claasi-
ficatioa of secondary induitriea. ®ie terms primary crop 
production and secondary livestock production are frequently 
fomd in the literature. 
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fesulting from the proeeasing of crops through livestock, 
ani storage sscti^ ities coMucte<l on farios. Storage of grain 
on farwa an<l in bins owned by the CoHsnodity Credit Corpora­
tion was .included In the second e<|uatlon. Grain storage on 
fams .and in government owned bins was treated as secondary 
production because it was aaaiaaed that stored grain had 
re.ached its end in the crop production process, but both 
sources, of grain • storage are available to faxwrs for later 
production of livestoclc or may be held pui^ ly for specula­
tive purposes* 
®ie third equation describes the production of all in­
dustries and services, the aggregation within the industry 
and services sector becomes more serious than that used in 
the Iieontief .study§ however, a lower degree of aggregation 
is used in the as.rleultural sectors • This may be an impor­
tant limitation of the, model since the industrial sector 
contributes the greatest portion to the final bill of goods 
and contributes most to employmnt in the United States 
econoJiy, ioverniaent enterprisessuch as public service, 
etc., are inc-luded. in this e<|uation. It may be wise to in­
clude more IMu®trial etwations and an unallocated sector 
in future studies to reduce the influence of the industrial 
aggregation. Again the multiple choice problem must be 
dealt with here in detemin.ing which model gives the most 
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reliabl© insult. So far, no emplrleal methods are available, 
arid, it thus fall® to the experience and Judgment of the In-
irestigator as well as available funds to determine the choice 
of the economic model. 
The fourth equation treats foreign tr^ e as a sector 
using inputs and producing outputs. Exports are the inputs 
or flows from other sectors to the foreign trade sector, and 
Imports are the outputs of the sector. 
A problem arises in input-output models as to how to 
allocate imports among the other sectors of the economy. Two 
alternative aiethods are available: 1. Imports can be allo­
cated to the sectors which produce similar products. For 
example, imports of agricultural products would be allocated 
to the agricultural sector and added to the net output of the 
sector. 2. Baports can be allocated directly to the sec­
tors which use them, 
Leontief (22, p. 164) used the first laethod. He argues 
that the technical structures of the sectors of the econonor 
are determined by ratios of inputs to outputs regardless of 
the origin of the Inputs. This method does not separate 
domestic production from foreign production when the results 
of the input-output analysis are used to guide policies 
affecting doraestlc production. 
The second method was used in this study. Imports are 
allocated directly to the sectors which use^  them. Cotton 
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produced by domestic agriculture is included in the input 
coefficient of primary agricultural products to industry. 
Imported cotton is included in the input coefficient of for­
eign trade to industry. This method of allocating imports 
does separate domestic production from foreign production; 
therefore, the results of input-output analysis may be more 
useful in determining policies affecting domestic production. 
Exports are not Included in the fourth equation but 
appear as components in other equations. In determining what 
consBodlties flow from other sectors to the foreign trade sec­
tor^ a decision must be made regarding the flow of export 
coHOioilties. That is^ do agricultural exports flow directly 
from the agricultural sector to foreign trade, or do they 
first pass through wholesale flras? In reality, all products 
Involved in foreign trade do pass through wholesale firms. 
Agricultural exports could be considered inputs to industry 
•and services sector; however, then the input-output analysis ^ 
would not show any relationship between agriculture and for- • 
eign trade. Since this is an important consideration in 
policy making, the quantity of net output of a sector flowing 
to the foreign trade sector was considered to be the physical 
net output which ultlamtely reaches the export market without 
any appreciable change In form. Services perfomed by firms 
and households (labor) in carrying out the activities of 
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foreign trade were included in the industry and services sec­
tor. 
To complete the Input-output system, government 
activities are described bf the fifth equation. Government 
is treated similarly to any other sector of the economy. 
Output of government services is measured toy government re­
ceipts , and inputs to governraent are measured by govenriment 
expenditures, both exclusive of receipts and payments of 
government enterprisea. 
The sixth sector of the econoRQr constitutes the final 
deiaand- Consumption by households has been included in 
final dersandj however, other goods and services such as those 
which are used for new plants and equipment (net investment) 
could be Included. The assuised static economy in the model 
for this stud^  allocates the pi^ sical output used for capi­
tal to the individual sector rather than to final demand, 
The final demand for goods of consumption are the variables 
deterained outside the system and are the constants of the 
•first five equations^ thus no equation appears in the system 
for the output of households. Dollar value of labor services 
consumed by each sector could be treated as the output of 
households J, but in the open system labor services are used 
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onl^  i&r deiseminli^  the teclmical input coefficients for 
latoor. Frofits and interest pi^ rments, which constitute pa^ -
aents to households for services other than labor, have been 
omitted from the data. 
B. Description of the Variables 
®ie variables of the five equations which correspond to 
edxjations (2,1) to (2.5) labor services which correspond 
to equation (2,26) included in the economic model are as 
followsJ 
^x* Jx X, (3.1) 
7z Xa (3.2) 
Xas Xa (3.3) 
3^ 48 74 (3.^ ) 
s^a *54 7m • (3.5) 
Xes • (3.6) 
Mher© is not included in the e(|uation, it is assun^ d 
that no pi^ ducts of the i-th sector are used in the pro­
duction process of the J-th sector, 
®iusj 
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Dats TOP'resenting tiie activity of tM ®comw during 
a singie je&r have been aggregated into the variables in­
cluded in sjTSte® of egwations. k general description of the 
variables is given 'here in oi^er to siaranarize the economic 
model without becoaii^ involved in a detailed description 
of the sources of data for estimating the variables and of 
the proeedyres followed in collecting the data. More detail 
as to sources and estl®at.ins procedures is given in the 
appendix:. 
1. frinarg' a^ricaltural production 
fhe variables of prjjiary -^ricultural production are 
where 
la the value of all feed fed to livestock including 
farm grown grains, fors^e., hay, pasture, and the net in­
crease in stocks .of grain stored on farms and in bins owned 
by eoHffiJodity'Credit Corporation. 
ia the value of all crops sold to industry and the 
value of forest products. 
is. the value of all escported crops not processed 
other than preparing them for shipi»ent. 
Xi.s is the valwe of crops purchased by government, gen­
erally indicated as government procurement, conservation 
•*'25'" 
to fmratps, pspsients for naval storea, and p&ymntB 
under the Sugar 4et.. 
IB valut of erops consu»d W far® households 
and eropa ^eh&ngtd f©r eoneusi^tion goods. 
tg ii til© suOT»ti©a of all th@ other variables in the 
equation # 
t. StggndaCT .aKriaultmral .production 
!Ilie viriatol«® of secondary ^ricultiiral production are 
8^ 
whe» 
Xg.^ 1® tht value of mmum produced by lives-tock. 
3tat is the value of all livestock aold to industry for 
slaughter. 
is th© value of livestock exported and all raw 
livt»to<jk product® exported but not processed except for 
pi'eparing thea for ahipaent. 
ya is th# value of liveatook and livestock products 
consu»d ©n .faws .and livestock products eaashanged directly 
for eonsuiaption goods. 
la ia tt»- aifflwittion of all -other variables in the 
equation. 
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3. Industry rod Bsyvicm 
mriablea of li^ustry and services are %i, Xa^, 
%s> 
where 
is %tm ¥alue of fertilizier, repairs, fuel and oil^, 
machlnsrs?- aad tq«ipiw!-]nfc, Md seed® purchased by farmers. 
i0 th® mXm of coraaetrcial feeds f@d to livestock, 
value of new construction of bwiidiBgs and fences, electric 
power, sad veterlnar^r services and supplies. 
is tte total val«e of all exports of goods produced 
bjr industry. 
%g ifi the value of goveiroieiit purchases of goods and 
services from busiMsa less purchases of agricultural pro­
ducts through governTOJit procureirofit and purchases by govern-
isent enterprises. 
is the value of all personal expenditures for dur­
able aad' non-durable go^ods and services except those which 
are accounted for in other variables of the final bill of 
good©. 
I3 is the 8u«ation of all other variables in the 
equation. 
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Foreign trade 
the v-ariafol«s of foreign trade are x^g, X4 
wher# 
X43 is the value of all imports eonsun^d by industry, 
x^s ia the value of goveraaent purchsuges from abroad, 
y^ is the value of imports of crude food-stuffa, manu­
factured food-stuffs,•aM finished manufactures purchased 
by households. 
is the value of all general imports. 
3. government 
Tim variables of government are x^j^, x^g, Xgg, Xf^*' 
7m. 3Cs 
where 
is all farm real estate taxes paid to govemn^nt, 
and a p.roportionate share of fawi personal property taxes 
paid to govemiiient. Fersonal paroperty taxes on machinery 
and etuipaent wi^ asS'UKed to be a raeasui^ of the flow from 
governiaent to priroai^ agricultural production. 
Xga is a proportionate share of farm personal property 
taxes paid to govemroent. Personal property taxes on live-
stoclc and inventories of feed was assua^d to be a ineasure of 
the flow from goveiroient to secondaxr agricultural production. 
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is total govenwnt receipts from corporate taxes, 
indirect business taxes, and property taxes chargeable to 
business. 
x®4 la the value of govemront sales abroad and govem-
mnt revenue® from cuatow. 
y® is all personal taxes amd all non-tax revenues not 
chargeable to business and the total contribution of 
es^loyees. to social insurance. 
Xg. is tl:* total of government receipts less contribu­
tions of employers to social insurance, fhe contributions 
of employers to social insurance were assumed to be a payment 
to indivlduala for labor services, and, therefore, were added 
to salaries and wages. 
6. Household (labor) 
Although no egiiation !»• used to describe the total out­
put of labor services, coefficients of labor input are ob­
tained froBtt the value of labor se.rvices consuH®d by each of 
the foregoing- five sectors, fhe variables of labor services 
are x@a, x^g. Timm correspond to the variables 
in equation (2,26). 
x^ji, is the value of all labor used in the production of 
crops plus a proportionate shai^ of the value of labor used 
for fa» laaintenance plus wages, salaries, ^and supplements 
of forestry workers. 
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jCg2 is the value of all Isfcor uaed In the production 
of liwstodk plus a proportloiiate share of the valu© of 
labor used for tmm lasinteimiice. 
is the total wg^es, aalarie®, arai suppleinents of 
iiitdtistry s©rviees plm wages, salaries and suppleuients 
of Qommmmnt e«t©rpris«s. 
Xqs ,ts tl» wag-es and salaries plus ©uppleiMnts to wages 
amd salaries of gof^nrnent eaployeiss. 
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I?. im EMflHICAI. SOIOTIOH 
A* Input-output Flow and the Coefficients of Production 
Pi»esentl3r a¥ailable data^  for aggregate estimates of 
inputs and outputs of the five sectors of the United States 
econos^  were collected amd foraiulated into input-output flow 
tables gi¥en in Tables 1, 2^  and 3 for 19^ 9, 1939^  and 1929, 
i^ spectiwlsr.® Each row in the flow table shows the distri­
bution of the net output of a sector among all other sectors 
of the eeonoj^ . Including the household sector of the 
econoii^ . Each eoluain in the flow table shows the inputs to 
a sector from other sectors of the economy, including the 
input of labor services fTOia households. For ejcample, in 
fable 1# 69'7j4-^ 4 thous.ands. of dollars* worth of the net 
output of secondai^ s? agricultural production was used by 
priimry agricultural production to produce a net output 
,^See Appendix, p. Ill, for sources of the data used to 
estimate the variables of the system. 
*®ie 'accuracy of the data in Tables 1, 2, and 3 is not 
to be over-estijaated by the reader. Ifational income statis­
tics reported by the Departaieiit of Coiimerce are given in 
millions. Calculations wer©' made on the basis of the figures 
given in the tables $ however, it has been pointed out, that 
the additional digits do not improve the accuracy of the re­
sults , 
fable 1. ©isfci'lbmtio.n of iMputB ani Outputg of tlse States 
IconoD^ j, 19%9 (tiiousandi dollars ) 
Seetcsrs G-ommmp^  tim- mtoutput 
Sectors 
pi^ ducing 
the mt 
output 
agrieul-
tttral 
pro-
duetion 
•Secoadsj^  
agrieul-
tuml 
pro-
' 4mtifm 
IMustry 
®nd 
services 
Foreign 
trade 
(e:^ ports) 
Sovem-
. a^ nt 
House­
hold 
COliSUffip-
tion 
Net 
output 
frtxmry 
a^ rleul-
tiaral 
production 
11574758 7297831 1794681 526818 601157 21795245 
SecomdaiY 
agricul­
tural 
prtxSuetlon 
697%%% 15304052 39719 1720648 17761863 
Industry 
ajKi 
services 
7330000 2578944 10586650 19987635 175682341 216165570 
Foreign 
trade 
(imports) 
4635683 4146000 1986659 10768342 
Government 767657 55552 31628244 693000 2156^ 00 54709453 
Households 
labor 7759240 4980320 117309000 20424000 X X X  
fotal 
outlacys 17009586 22304464 176174810 13114050 45084453 2015^ 5^ X X X  
fstole 2. Dlstrilmtiloft df Input;.® myi Outputs Qt tim United States 
Seonoi^ , 1939 (tliousands of dollars) 
Ssctojps cmmwrnism tim mt output 
Sectors 
prcxlucl]^  
tte net 
output 
frlmiy 
agricul­
tural 
pro-
auction 
Secontory 
agricul­
tural 
pro­
duction 
Ix^ mtry 
Mid 
serwic^s 
Forelga 
trade 
(exports) 
ao¥©rii» 
mnt 
House­
hold 
oonstaap-
tion 
mtr 
output 
as:rieul-
tural 
produetion 
3882033 l?52TO% 433314 763000 448764 7279815 
Secondai^  
agricul-
tuml 
production 
373338 6694 760813 5605189 
lodustry 
aM 
services 
1865000 910252 2678335 5860000 65537367 768^ 954 
Foreign 
trisdle 
(inijorts) 
1522^ 65 69000 684633 2276098 
Sovei'na^nt 25770 9242486 604000 3036000 1333^000 
Households 
labor 25^ 2061 1590646 39122000 7629000 K K X 
Total 
outlays 53751^ 6 7609^ 99 127078045 3722343 14321000 70467577 X X X  
^^ ble 3* distribution of Inputs and Outputs o-f the. l^ n^ ted States 
EQ^ nomjf 1929 (thousands of dollars) 
Secto2*s consuBiing the net output 
Seetors 
pTodm-ii^  
tM mt 
out|>ut 
frijmry 
agrieul-
tural 
pro­
duction 
Seconmai^  
agricul­
tural 
pro­
duction 
IMuatipy 
and 
seryic^ s 
Foreign 
trade 
(exports) 
SoFera-
iMnt 
House-
.hold 
consump­
tion 
Set 
output 
Friaai^  
agricul­
tural 
production 
6%96585 2776^ 82 1266276 800458 11339801 
See-omiaiy 
agricul­
tural 
production 
%407%0 5332003 1675^  903542 6693039 
IMustry 
ana 
services 
2368000 1200382 3841053 3899C^ 0 757^ 7870 87056305 
Foreign 
trade 
(imports) 
2982231 103000 131^ 130 i^ 39936l 
Qovemaffint 593156 %7660 8713184 377000 2785000 1251600G 
Households 
labor 4121133 229^ 022 44851000 4356000 X X X  
Total 
outlays 776657^  12086592 73935595 5501083 8358000 81551000 X X X  
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of 21j.795*24'5 tiKsusarwis of dollars' during jear 
19^ 9. 
ThQ part of total output used tey the sector which pro-
ducM it is not included in the input-output flow table. 
®i$ a,lag©iml. elewfit'© in the flow tmbl® are eliminated be-
QMum the mtMmtMsX aedel provide® an analysis of only 
the flow of resoiirees -afflong the sectors. ®i© input-output 
flow table© were eon®truet©<l from phsrsical quantities of 
goods mrwlG&i flowirs Siaong the sector© and the final 
bill of gooi® (household®), All physical quantities are ex­
presses in terns of dollar valut and oiay b« thoiight of as 
th® unit# of physical quantities puroha»able with 1000 dol­
lar®, l)@riv.ifig the net output by addition of the dollar 
value of output coniurod by each sector necessitates convert­
ing the physical units to a coMon unit of measurement. 
A stationary e'eonosy was aaeuwd to eliminate the problem 
of capital forsation. investments to replace or maintain 
plants and, equipment are included in the flows from one 
@#0t©r to anothtr. ^Iriterest pay«nts and profits could be 
included in the homehold row of the input-output flow 
tables however, the#®t iteias do not ooai® into the system of 
eQuations, therefore only labor services ar# of concern in 
the household row in^ constructing the table. 
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A aajor portion of the resource® devoted to input-output 
anal^ ysis is represented in the oonstruction of the input-
output flow table, fhe details of constructing the tables 
from available sources are given in the appendix. These 
tubleg furnish the base® for deriving the constant input 
coefficients of production needed for setting up the basic 
system of equations for a Leontief input-output model of 
the'eeonoi^ . 
fhe technical coefficients of production were derived 
by dividing each eles^ nt of the coluims in Tables 1, 2, and 
3 by corresponding net output of the sector given in the 
last coluffln of the table, fhus each element in the first 
coluim was divided by the first element in the last column 
to obtain the dollax*8 worth of input per dollar's worth of 
net output of the first sector (priamiY agricultural pro­
duction). For example J, the 1949 input coefficients for 
primary agricultural production are .03200 for secondary 
agricultural products, .33631 for industry and services 
products, and .03522 for govemraent services. These were' 
derived by dividing 697thousands of dollars' worth of 
secondary agricultural products^  7,33^ ,000 thousands of 
dollars* worth of industry wd services products, and 
767J657 thousands of dollars* worth of governinent services 
by the total net output of primary agricultural production 
21>795#245 thousands of dollars. 
3^6-
•fhis proce^ ur® mm- followed to compute all the technical 
production coefficients for all sectors for 19^ 9^  1939, and 
1929. fhe i^dulti 'are gi^en in Tables 4, 5, and 6, 
Klein (19) questions the interpretation of the input 
coefficients. He raises the question as to whether the 
Leontief input-output coefficients are purely technical 
parameters or s,impl^  ratios of two economic variables. He 
concludes that if the model assumes ^ oint production and mar­
ket coapetition thens 
In general the elements of Leontief*8 input-
output table laay be interpreted as pararote-rs of 
a class of production functions, all of which per­
mit substitution aiiong factors of production and 
t^ pes of output. Holdovers the (production 
coefficient) can be interpreted as technological 
paraiseterf. (19, p. 13^ ) 
He further states that in the imperfect laar^ cet the a^  is 
dependent upon production, demand, and supply fimctions which 
would cause tim to change and therefore cannot be inter­
preted as technological relations. this he concludes is the 
more realistic interpretation of the Leontlef system. 
Smuelson (2^ ), Koopiaans (20), and Arrow ( 3 )  have 
shown that teontief*s theory is compatible with the more 
general case of substitutability* 
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ffeble 5» feput Mid Consmptlon of the 
ifeite€ State® l©o»o^ , 1939 
Seetojps etjasming tl^  mt output 
pro4ttciiig 
%lm i^t 
output 
agrieultural 
produetion 
Secondary 
agricultural 
Ijroduction 
Industry 
and 
service# 
fore-ign 
tri^ e 
0owm-
aent 
Ifouseliold 
Cconsuaptioa) 
FriiMi^ 
-agricul­
ture 
prcMluctloiri 
.69258 .02281 .19038 ,05722 448,764 
Seeondaiqr 
agricul­
tural 
pi*oduction 
.05128 .05^ 9 .00294 760,813 
Industry 
bM 
services 
.25619 .16239 1.17672- .43948 65.537,367 
Foreign 
trade .01981 .00517 684,633 
Qoveriai^ nt .05848 .00460 .12027 .26537 3,036,000 
Households 
(labor) .34919 .28378 .50906 .57215 
6. Inptit Coefficiemts aM ^ammmptton of %im 
Itoited St^ -feea Icoao^  ^1919 
Sectors eonsiialBg tl^  mt output 
produetns 
tm im% 
output 
.frlaary 
agricultural 
pi^ diiction 
Secondaz^  
agricultural 
productios 
Industry 
and 
n&rvlQm. 
Foreign, 
trade 
Sovem-^  
ment 
Household 
(eons«i^ tioii) 
frismry 
agricul-
turml 
i^ rMuctlon 
,97065 .03189 2^8783 800,^ 58 
S#coiw4ary 
agrioul-
tiiml 
prcMiuction 
.03887 .06125 .00381 903,5^ 2 
Industi^  
and 
ser¥lees 
,20882 .17935 .87309 .31152 75,7^ 7,870 
Po3:»elsn 
trade .03^ 26 .00823 1,31^ ,130 
OoYerxmant .05231 .00712 .10009 .08569 2,785,000 
Households 
(labor) .363^ 2 .3^ 275 .51520 .3^ 80^  
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fhe proof of the Sanauelson's theorem (.24, p. 143) is 
beyoM the scope of this exposition, but it is important to 
recognize that the Leontief model "has a greater generality 
than a literal re'Sding of its assumptions suggests," (20, 
p. 147). 
last colmms in fables 4, 5f and 6 are the direct 
contribution of each sector to the final bill of goods. The 
model used in this study included only household consumption 
of goods and ser¥ices in the final bill of goods. The 
final bill of goods measures the dollars' worth of goods 
and services contributed toward final consumption by each 
sector from the net output of the sector. 
B. The Basic System of Equations 
From the infomation in Tables 4, 5, and 6 the basic 
systea of eciuations of the Jteontief teehnlque can be con­
structed. The first five columns in each table together 
with the diagonal elements represents the structural flow 
-la. 
isatrSJX oi the momw* of the household colunrn 
are th® vmriafelea d^ temlmd outs Me the system of equations, 
fhe thre© basic systeais of ©<|uationa for 19^9, 1939, 
and 19B9 are &#• follows t 
I, - .65X66 X.a - .03376 la - .16666 X. 
(4.1) 
- i)0963 601,757 
- .03200 X, + Ig - ,07080 Ifg - .00369 X. 
(4.2) 
« 1,720,648 
- .33631 I3. - .14520 Xg + - .98313 ^ 4 (4 .3)  
- .36534 x® « 175,682,341 
- .0214$ X3 X. 
(4.4) 
- .07578 « 1,986,659 
- .03522 X, - .00313 - .14631 - .06436 1 a a 4 
+ Xg « 21,56S,000 
- ..6925B Xg - .02281 Xa - .I9O38 X4 
- .05722 Xg » 448,764 
- ,05128 Xi 4' Xg - .05809 X3 - ,00294 X4 
» 760,813 
-.25619 - .16239 Xfl Xa -1.17672 X. 
(4.8) 
- .43948 Xs - 65,537,367 
(4 .6)  
(4.7') 
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~ .01981 X3 + X. 
(4 .9)  
..0G517 Xs « 684,633 
.05848 I, - .00460 - .1202? X. " »26537 X. (4 .10)  
x_ « 3,036,000 
- ,97065 Xg - .031S9 Xg - .28783 x^  (4 .11)  
« 800I458 
.03887 X, + Xg .06125 X3 - .00381 X. (4 .12)  
« 903.542. 
.a.0i82 X, - .17935 * K - .87309 X, i • a 9 4 
- .31152 X^  « 75.747>870 
- .03426 Xa -J- X. (4 .14)  
Xg - 1,314,130 
.05^ 31 li - ..00712 X2 • .10009 Xa - .08569 X. (4 .15)  
«}• Xg - 0,785.000 
.0. fhe Solution 
•®ie .inverse ot th© structural flow mati'lx of each 
ba0ic i|r.stea ot equations is giwn in tables 7^  8# an-d 9. 
flie eoefficl-eafcs of the inverse matrix furnish the 
a^ble 7» 0o«eff ie.i©«ts Betm&n ttm Final Bill of 
Cloo4s aii€ Mefc Outputs tow 
Seetoi^  
px^ dneii^  
til© m% 
output 
S@etor@ eonsoBilng tM mt oiitpiit 
friaai^  
agrieultaiml 
prodaetioii 
SeeoMai^  
agrieultuml 
production 
Industiy 
aiJd 
service# trade 
Qowmva* 
mnt 
agrieiil-
turai 
production 
1.05925 .70528 .10186 .28372 .06891 
Seeondai^  
agricul­
tural 
produetioii 
,06356 1.05383 .08463 .10020 ,03912 
Itodust3?3? 
and 
services 
.41816 .44070 1.14734 1.23254 .51660 
Foreigfi 
trade .01653 .01655 .03780 1.04598 .09324 
Governi^ nt .09975 .09368 .17416 .25796 1.08414 
fsbl® 8. Coefficients Beti^ en tJse fiiml Bill of 
Soods. and, .fet Outputs for 1939 
Sectors 
proiSucing 
the net 
eatput 
Sectors eoimaair^  th@ mt output 
f^ iaary 
•^ pleultural 
produetlon 
Secondary 
agricultuml 
production 
Industry 
ma 
mwlcm 
fore-ign 
.tradte mnt 
Pr'imyy 
agricul­
tural 
production 
1.06679 .753^ 1^ ..08686 .33^ 30 ,10095 
Secoiiii^ ary 
agricul­
tural 
production 
.07^  ^ 1.06311 .06989 .10898 .0355^  
Industry 
ai»3 
ser¥ic©s 
.3^ 39 .42088 1.12526 1.52864 .52192 
Foreign 
trs^ e .00729 ,00887 .02305 1.03276 .01589 
Soverruaent .10560 .10192 .14685 .47796 1.07305 
fabl© 9. liiteMep&iKii&iss© Coefficients ^ twmm the Fiiml Bill of 
S-oo4@ Set Otitputs 19Z9 
Sectors 
pm^mlng 
the i^ 't 
©utiaut 
Sectors consuming the iiet output 
Primary 
agricultural 
production 
Secondary 
agricultural 
production 
Industry 
ard 
services 
Womi^n Govern'-
jTsent 
.frlmfy 
r^isuX-
tumi 
pro^mtlon 
1.,06765 1.05760 .11711 .41699 .03991 
SecoMai^  
agrlcul-
tufsl 
production 
»05795 1.069%5 .07264 .08617 .0233^  
In&uBtr^ 
and 
services 
,26811 .46170 1.10922 1.07776 .35^ 2^ 
foreign 
tra<ie .00988 .01673 «03899 1.03872 .02070 
Go¥erimBent .0839^  .11058 .12100 .21931 1.03950 
XntQirm.tlon for observing the interdependenc© of changes in 
final bill of good® and tim net outputs of all sectors, 
B. Interpretmtion of the Results 
One pwrpote of' this study is to examine the possibility 
of adi^ pting th© I^ eontitf input-output analysis as a tecl'iniqu© 
for analyzing eeonomie problems in agriculture. To deter­
mine whether inptt-output analysis provides any information 
to the- ©conoaist# the results will be escsuained for evidences 
of previo'iisly eit#blislied phenomena and -relationahips in 
r^leultttral production* OtJier economic interpretations 
will be directed to the economie: rae-iunlr^  of the interde­
pendent relationship# revealed by the input-output analysis. 
the analysis &nd iaplications will be divided into two parts; 
(1) a geneml consideration of the interdependence coeffi­
cients .and CS) specific cons-iderations. of the input-output 
analysis applied to problems in agriculture. 
1. A Senerftl Consideration 
file interdependence coefficients in Tables 7, 8» and 
9 might first be ei:amined in general to determine the 
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extemt of -InteMepeMence mmng the sectors of the economy. 
flu© coefficlewts in the prljuary ^ agricultural column of 
fshle 7 IMieate a considerable degree of interdepejidence 
between primary agricultural production m& the industrial 
sector, fhis is what one would suspect^  since agricultural 
crop production is highly dependent upon fertilizer, 
laachinery# fuel and other sizable inputs from industrial 
sources. A mrtod relationship between secondary agricul­
tural production and priiaary agricultural production is 
also evident in fable 7. fhis i@ logical sine© feeds are 
tl» iiost important input to livestock production. Industrial 
Interdependence with secondatr agricultural production is 
also of importance beeauie eoiamercial feeds malce up an impor­
tant part of the total feed eonsuaed by livestock. All other 
interdependence coefficients are much less ,ii!5)ortant in the 
agricultural econo^ . 
the lai^ e aggregation in the industry -and, services 
sector may aceoxmt for the mall coefficients of the in­
dustry and services coluian in fable 7. it would appear that 
industry ia more intrsdependent with industries within the 
industrial sector thim it is interdependent with the sec-
tort included in this study. Evidence to test this hypo­
thesis is not available from this stu«3^  since only one 
equation was used for all industries, and services. Govern­
ment is the most interdependent with industry and service 
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of those sectors Included in the model. From Table 1, it 
csft be noted that the psormeht (to^ ; goveiroient from ''industry 
aM services exeeeds the eorabined flow of priiaary and 
Beeondary agricultural coBimoditles to industry. 
the foi^ ign trade colujaant of liable 7 is somewhat more 
dlffidult to interpret, ©le treatiaent of foreign trade as 
a sector produeing an output of imports and using exports as 
inputs is not veiqf realistic. ®ie input-output Tables 1, 
2, and 3 Indicat© that the United States had a credit import 
balance of physical coBsnodities in all three years. The 
dollar imlue of inputs to foreign trade treated as an 
industry exceeded the total net output.. This could also 
occur in any other sector in a single year if new capital 
equipMint was beir« added or inventories were increasing 
but would not continue for a long period of time such as 
Blight occur in the foreign trade sector. The effect of a 
credit import balance is illustrated in the input-output 
table for 1939 (Table 2). The total exports from the in­
dustry and services sector was greater than the total value 
of imports^  thus giving an input coefficient greater than 1 
(Table 5) to the foreign trade sector. The interdependence 
coefficients of foreign trade (Table 7) would indicate that 
il-'l 
an inerease by on® dollar's worth in the direct demand for 
iaports would result in an increase of the net outputs by 
..283 dollar's worth of priisai^  agricultural products, by 
.ICX) dollar's worth of mcon^ &sy agricultural products, by 
1.232 dollar's worth of industrial products and services, 
and by .25? dollar's worth of goveraiaent receipts. This 
.iaplieitly a8»u»s that the same bal'ince of trade would be 
maintained, otherwise the input coefficients of foreign 
trade could not be assiawd constant'* The interdependence 
coefficients of foreign trade in the results of this study 
are not appropriate for determining the effects of most 
international trade policies. ®ie input coefficients main­
tain a status quo in the balance of trade, whereas policy 
is iBore likely to foe directed at chmiging the balance of 
trade through tariff regulation and trade agreements. 
It is interesting to note that the interdependence 
coefficients of foreign trade and goveniraent seem to re­
flect the incre-asing iaportance of government sales abroad. 
CJoaparing the coefficients within each year, the increase 
in the voluTO of govem»nt sales abroad during the prewar 
period, 1939J is evident in the inteMependence coeffi­
cients. Tte interdependence coefficient between foreign 
trade and industry and services seem rather unrealistic 
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since it iiidlcates that a one dollar 's worth of increase in 
tte <llrect for imports wouM neoesaitate a 1.232 
dollar*® worth of net output from industry and services. 
At first it aajr appe,ar a® though this increase is necessary 
because imports are processed by industry before reaching 
the consiii^ r. this is not the case. Vh@n imports are re­
garded as m output of foreign trade, it means that the in­
dustrial sector is an important supplier of export coimno-
dities since in order to bring forth the additional import 
to supply the increased deMffid, a sizable Increase in export 
goods siiat be fortlmoming from the industrial sector. 
A much aore realistic analysis of the effects of changes 
in foreign trade could be obtained from an input-output 
analysis in which the foz^ ign trade equation is removed from 
the systeii -and exports are included in the final bill of 
goods, fhis procedure was followed by Leontief in a study 
of foTOign trade, doTOstic output and employront (22, 
p» 163) • 
Hie coefficients in the goveriwnt coluiin of Table 7 
indicate the greatest interdependence occurring between 
governsBnt and industry md services, ©lis is to be ex­
pected since purchases by goremmnt from industry and ser­
vices is the laic^ est flow of payments from governront except 
payments to households for which there is no interdependence 
coefficient in the p^ resent model. 
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f. Ghaioges to eonsiaaptlon, Outputs and Employment 
Th® previous section was eone©rned with a general in-
spe-etion of the iiit#rd#perKlenee coefficients derived by a 
solution of a syttea of equation® describing the production 
of related sectors of the econo^ . The inferences were based 
on a direct comparison of the aj^ nitude of the coefficients 
within a sii^ le sector• .Question now arises a® to what mean­
ing %he coefficients haire and why the magnitude is an indi­
cation of the interdependence. these questions can best be 
answered by assuasing changes, in eonsumption and observing 
the effects on net outputs and eaployraent of all sectors; 
by assualn: change® in output and observing the change in re~ 
so'urce .requireaentt (inputs)! and by assuming changes in 
outputs and consumption and observing, the effects on employ-
iient. 
I* ChMTge.8 in constirotion 
.Several aspects o.f changes in consumption are of inter­
est in agricultural production economicss (1) What change 
in net outputs of the agricultural sectors are necessary 
with .chffinges in the final bill of goods? (2) Mhat flo-wsof 
resources from otl»r sectors are neces.sary for agriculture 
to produce thei,.© net outputst (3) Whtat flows of resources 
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ataong sectors of a^ '^lcultuife are necessary to meet consump­
tion requirements? 
dollar's worth of change in the net outputs per 
dollar's worth of change in the final bill of goods can be 
exwained b^ r using th$ solution of the basic system of equa­
tions describing the econoH^ . The interdependence coeffi­
cients between net outputs and the final bill of goods are 
given in fables 1i 8, and 9. In 19^ 9 a one dollar"s worth 
of increase in the direct demand for secondary agricultural 
products would necessitate a .705 dollar*6 worth of Increase 
In the output of primars"" agricultural production, a .440 
dollar *B iv'orth of Increase in the output of industry and 
services, a .016 dollar*s viorth of increase in imports, and 
a *093 dollar*® worth of increase in governn^ nt receipts. 
This prediction necessarily assui!^ .s that the basic rela­
tions among the sectors of the econoiQr existing in 1949 
continue unchanged, fhis, however, may not be the case and 
the inference would be subject to error dependent upon 
changi^ ng technology and the validity of linear production 
relationships as well as errors of observation. The infer­
ences can be esctended to the other sectors of the economy 
by observing' the coefficients in the respective columns of 
Table 7. Since this study is priiaarily concerned with 
interpretations of tte agricultural effects, the discussion 
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wlll be liiaited to interpretation of interdependent rela­
tionships involving agricult-ure. 
ftie effeet.B of eiianges in direct demand for agricul­
tural products in the Leontief system are not of much 
significance. 0onsmption of farm products in farm house­
holds are only a 8»li part of the agricultural products 
consuaed by all households. A declinins farm population has 
reduced the quantities of farm products consumed in fam 
households. An inc:r©asing level of prosperity such as 
occwawd after 1939 would diminish the tendency of farm people 
to depend on hon©' gardens and fara slaughter of livestock for 
an important part of their diet thi® further reducing direct 
denmnd. ifere important to agricultural policy are the 
effects of derived demand for agricultural products. These 
effects are obseafved by examining the first two rows of 
fable ?. If -an increase in the direct deiaand by one dollar's 
worth of industrial and services* products is assuraed to 
coae. about by incre^ ased population# the flow of primary 
agricultural products to industry and services must in­
crease .101 dollar's worth, per one dollar of incveme in 
demand, and the flow of secondary agi*icultural products to 
industry and se.rvices laust increase .084 dollar's worth per 
dollar of increase in dejaand. 
Mxi Important area of analysis in production economics 
i@ tte problem of increasiJig pi»oduction to raaintaln the 
sta«lard of llvir^  for an increasing population or a pro­
gressive socletjr. Particular concern is often expressed 
o¥er tlie posslbilit^ r of food production falling short of 
that neces&arjr to pro^ ride .a continued or increased standard 
of Hiring, leaource requlreiaents of sectors producing addi­
tional food supplier m well as other consumption goods for 
an increasing population can be analyzed with the aid of 
input-output studies. fst>le 10 showa the per cent change 
In net output of e.ach sector associated -with a 10 per cent 
change in each part of the final bill of goods, in 19^ 9» a 
10 per cent increase in the direct deaand for priiaary agri­
cultural products would necessitate a ,292 per cent increase 
in total net output of primary agricultural production. To 
produce this increase in primary agricultural production, 
additional resources must flow from other sectors supplyiiT®, 
Inputs to priiaa^ ry agriculture. Net output of secondary 
agricultural production would need to increase by .022 per 
cent J net output of industry and services isrould need to in­
crease by ,012 .per cent; imports would need to increase by 
.0C9 per cents 'Snd governaent services would need to in-
ormm by .Oil per cent. 
Table 10. fer-Oent^ o^f in Mmt Output ot See tors Associated 
with a 10 fmr Cent Change in lach Portion of the Final 
Bill of Soods^  
Sectors 
producing 
the net 
output 
Sectors supplying the final bill of goods 
fear 
friimry 
agricultiiral 
production 
Seoon&BJpy 
agricultural 
production 
Industi^  
services 
foreign 
trade 
aovem-
went 
frimai^  
agrleul-
tural 
production 
1949 
1939 
1929 
.00292 
.00658 
.00754 
.00557 
.00787 
.00843 
.08211 
.07820 
.07823 
.00259 
.00314 
.00483 
,m6B2 
.CK)421 
.00098 
Seeondary 
.^ricul-
tural 
production 
1949 
1939 
1929 
.00022 
.00060 
.00069 
.01021 
.01443 
.01444 
.08371 
.081T2 
.08221 
.00112 
.00133 
.00169 
.00475 
.00192 
.00097 
Industry 
and 
services 
1949 
1939 
1929 
.00012 
.00020 
.00025 
.00035 
.00042 
.00048 
.09324 
.09596 
.09651 
.00113 
.00136 
.00163 
.005X5 
.00206 
.00113 
Foreign 
trade 
1949 
1939 
1929 
.00009 
.00014 
.00029 
.00026 
.00030 
.00034 
.06167 
.06637 
.06713 
.01930 
.03106 
.03102 
.01867 
.00212 
.00131 
Governiaent 
1949 
1939 
1929 
.00011 
.00035 
.00054 
,00029 
.00058 
.00079 
.05593 
.07217 
.07323 
.00094 
.00245 
.00230 
.04273 
.02443 
.02313 
^Per cent calculated by dividing data in Table 11 by the corresponding 
net outputs (Tables 1, 2, and 3). 
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frlfflary audi secon<ia.ry agriculture do not make appre-
eiable direct contributions to the final bill of goo^ s, thus 
effects of iwreased consumption of goods and services re-
sultir^  from increasing population can be observed by 
assuHting a lO per cent increase in the portion of the final 
bill of goods contributed by industry and services and then 
observing the required resource flows from agriculture. In 
Table 10, a 10 per cent Increase in demand for industry and 
aervices products * which includes processed food products, 
would necessitate wi 8.21 ,per cent Increase in primary agri­
cultural net output and an 8.37 per cent increase in 
secondary agricultural net output. 
®ie absolute change in dollar value associated with a 
10 per cent chaaige in the final bill of goods is given in 
fable 11. In 19^ 9» a 10 per cent increase in the portion 
of the final bill of goods produced by industry and services 
would require approximately 1.8 billion dollars* worth of 
additional primary agricultural production and approximately 
1.5 billion dollars* worth of additional secondary agri­
cultural production. %is would be comparable to one-half 
the com crop produced in 19^ 9 and one-third the value of 
all cattle sold for slaughter in 1949. 
One problem confronting agricultural policy makers is 
how these increases in output can be brought about in order 
fable 11. Absolute Change to Net Output of All Sectors Issocistei 
with ft 10 Per 0©nt Change in Each Portion of the Final 
Bill of Goods Ithousands of tollmrs)^  
comimlx^  Inpttts in pi^ iicini; net output 
Sector® 
supplyli^  
inputs 
ir®ar 
Primary 
agricultural 
prodttGtion 
Semwimy 
agrieultural 
production 
Industry 
SB<1 
sierviees 
foreign 
trade 
Govern-
aent 
Frimry 
r^ieiil-
tural 
production 
1949 
1939 
1929 
63.677 
47,873 
85.460 
121,353 
57,320 
95,558 
1,789,^  
569,257 
887,083 
,^365 
22,887 
54,797 
148,604 
30,648 
11,114 
SeeoMitry 
agricul­
tural 
production 
1949 
1939 
1929 
3,^ 0 
i:r,l 
181,327 
80,882 
96,629 
1,486,799 
458,040 
550,232 
19,908 
7,461 
11,323 
84,362 
10,789 
6,500 
IiaJustry 
aM 
services 
1949 
1939 
1929 
25,137 
14,275 
21,461 
75,828 
32,021 
41,716 
20,156,737 
7,374,657 
8,402,105 
244,863 
104,655 
141,631 
1,114,047 
158,454 
98,705 
Foreign 
trade 
1949 
1939 
1929 
993 
327 
790 
2,847 
674 
1,511 
664,079 
151,063 
295,340 
207,^  
70,706 
136,502 
201,072 
4,824 
5,764 
Government 
1949 
1939 
1929 
5,996 
4,738 
6,719 
16,119 
7,754 
9,991 
3,059,683 
962,350 
916,549 
51,247 
32,722 
28,820 
2,337,947 
325,777 
289,500 
^Computed by multiplying 10 per cent of the final bill of goods (Tables 
•4, 5, and 6) by the interdependence coefficients (Tables 7, 8, and 9)-
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UO' ii»@t the demand® of an inereasir^  population or a pro­
gressive ©oo'iety. Input-output analysis assumes that the 
resources ne#dec3 for inoreaa'ing net output are available to 
the sectors of the econoiay. fhis would not be the case for 
all resources, especially land and capital. Heady (12, 
p. 798) states that agricultural output could always be in­
creased by drawing more resources into agriculture; however# 
the problem of food production is not serious in the United 
States econoaiy, since agricultural output could be increased 
considerably by adapting techniques already known. The 
latter aethod of inc.reasing agricultural production would 
result in changes in the production coefficients which are 
assuTOd constant in the input-output technique used in this 
stu<^ . 
If the increases in net outputs of the agricultural 
sectors are accomplished by technical change, the changes 
in input coefficients for prlmry and secondary agricultural 
production expressed In 1939 dollars might be extrapolated 
into the future> and the regui»d resource flows estimated 
for total net output of tte sector, including any expected 
increase in net output* 
fhe coefficient for the input of secondary agricultural 
products to primaiT- as.ricultural production {Table 16) had 
an average annual rate of change from 1939 to 19^ 9 of 2.8 
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per mnt in tjetm of 1939 dollars, fhis rate of change ex~ 
tended to 1975 would result in input coefficient of 
.00913. lstifflat«s of population increases and disposable 
ineoi» i«cr@ts#s haw been laad© by the United States Presi­
dent Kteterials Policy Comission (^ 1, p, 6^ ) which indi­
cate that a 30,3 P®!* cent increase in primary agricultural 
production would' be necessary to supply the demand for food 
products in 1975< Using this percentage increase in the net 
output and using the extrapolated input coefficient for pri­
mary .agricultural •production, net output of secondary pro­
duction would need to increase by »29 per cent to supply 
the additional needs of the priaary agricultural sector to 
produce the 3Q.3 cent increase in net output. If the 
1949 •coefficient Mas^  as8u»d to hold for 1975# the increase 
in secondary production would be 1.18 per cent. 
the President *a Policy C!o«alssion»s estisiates also 
Indicate a need for a 37*9 per cent increase in secondary 
agricultural production to supply the 1975 demand for food 
product®. 13ie coefficient for the input of primary 
.agricultural products 'to secondary -agricultural production 
a^ble 16} had m average annual rate of change from 1939 
to 19^ 9 of 1.9 per cent in tei^  of 1939 dollars. The 
e»;trai>olated. coefficient for 1975 would be .28435. A37.9 
per cent increase in secondary agricultural net output would 
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necsasltate an increase in prlsmry agricultural net output 
of 10.2 per cent. If the 19^ 9 coefficient was assumed to 
hold for 1975# the increase in primary agricultural pro­
duction would be 20.1 per cent. 
Sxtrapolation of the coefficients of Inputs to agricul­
ture from the indtistxT" services sector becomes somewhat 
inemilnsless eince-the average annual rate of change is highj, 
and both coefficients for agriculture are increasing. If, 
the coefficients Increased at the smm rate, the increase in 
the magnitttie of the flow of resources from industry to agri­
culture would not be offset by any technical change as is 
the case where the coefficient is deci^ asing. An increase 
in agricultural net output would always necessitate a 
greater total flow of resources from Industry to agriculture 
than was observed by the 19^ 9 input-output analysis. For 
this reason, a discussion of resource flow from industry to 
agricultut^  will be left to the discusaion of changes in 
output. 
!lhe Itoited States President *s Materials Policy Commission 
(41) estimated that gross product of the United States would 
double by 197'5. Disposable income was expected to increase 
by 54 per cent (41^  p. 63}. ®ie incjrease in food production 
associated with an increase in gross product and disposable 
income cannot be answered by input-output analysis, since 
gross product, disposable incom, and the final bill of 
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g.oo<is are not Mentioal concepts. 
fhe results of input-output analysis could be used to 
examine the effects of chariges in consumption expenditures If 
the administrative authority would make • estimates of ex­
pected char®e in the final bill of goods Included in the 
input-output analysis, 
, If the final bill of goods was estimated to increase by 
50 per cent, what would agricultural production increase? 
Since input-output models assume linear homogeneous pro­
duction functions of degree one;, it must follov/ that a 50 per 
cent Increase in the total final bill of goods would increase 
inputs by 50 per cent. In addition, each sector supplying 
the final bill of goods would all produce 50 percent nK>re out­
put, Individual comodities such as food commodities cannot 
be isolated out in the laodel used in this study. 
fhe total increase in the agricultural sector is given 
simply by the underlying assumptions of the model; however, 
input-output analysis does indicate how this increased out­
put isust be distributed a»io.ng the other sectors of the 
economy, fable 12 indicates the percentage of the increased 
net output in tl» two .agricultural sectors that would flow 
to all sectors. Also, it indicates the quantity of agricul­
tural production necessary for a 50 per cent incre-ase in 
any one part of the final bill of goods. 
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fable 12. thousands of Bollars of M<Sitional Net Output 
from Agriculture, for a 50 Per Cent Increase 
in the Final Bill of Qoo«is 
Sectors 
eonsmlng 
the net 
outFwt 
FrlBiary 
.agricul­
tural 
proiiiiction 
5?'icul?^  distribution 
tural Priimry Secondary 
production agriculture agriculture 
friaary 
agricul­
tural 
production 
Seco.ndary 
agricul­
tural 
production 
Industry 
and 
services 
Foreign 
trade 
QoTOrnraent 
•fotal 
318.,385 
281,825 
743,02.0 
10 397. W 
19.100 
606,765 906,635 
8,9^ 7,'500 7.433,995 
99.540 
421,810 
9.302,890 
2.9 
5,6 
82.1 
2.6 
6.8 
100.0 
..2 
10.2 
83.7 
1.1  
4.8 
100.0 
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2» gli^ ages jyi output 
Agricultural policies of tM past, as v«il as prospective 
ones, attempt to ehauge agricultural output through acreage 
controls ami aarketing quotas. Hesulting changes, therefore, 
.result not fro® choice reflected by coiisu»rs but from 
atte«ipte<l control of inputs, fhe effects of agricultural 
proSuetion eoatrol programs can tmm effects on farm income ^ 
aM on the flow of resources between the agricultural sector 
smd other sectors of the mmomst' 5he fana income effects 
aeiwnci upon the elasticity for agricultural products? 
thus' tirnj cannot be analyzed here, fhe input-output proce­
dure can be used, howe¥er, to reflect possible effects of 
increases ®id decreases in net output of agricultural pro­
duction upon resource flows aniong the sectors of the econon^. 
the coefficients of the basic system of equations 
descri'be the relationships between the flows of 3?esources 
•aiiong the sectors of -the econoH^  and specified levels of 
net output of a sii^ le sector. From fable the following 
»lationships for 19%9 stre derived? 
1. f^ iaai^  agricultural production; 
• .03200 
>33631 3£x 
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« .03522 Xi 
» .35601 Xi 
2.  SecoMary agricultural production: 
3Cig « .65166 Xa 
%s » .1^ 520 Xg 
« .00313 Xg 
- .28039 Xa 
w.liere 3c. . is the flow of net output from the i-th sector to 
the J-th sector, and X^  is the net output of the 4-th sec­
tor. 
By aasuaing a change in the net output of the agricul­
tural sector and cietsOTining the new output* the flow of 
resources fro» other sectors to the agricultural sector 
producing the new output can toe determined from the above 
relationships* to increase of one dollar's worth of net 
output fro® primary agricultural production in 1949 would 
ha¥e necessitated .032 dollarworth of net output from 
secondary agricultural production, .336 dollar's worth of 
net output froa industry and services, and .035 dollar's 
worth of gm&rmmnt services, kn increase of one dollar's 
worth of net output fro® secondary agricultural production 
in 1949 would have necessitated .651 dollar's worth of net 
output'from primary agricultural production, .145 dollar's 
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worth of net output from IMustry and services, and .003 
dollar*® worth of soverm®.nt services. 
More specifically# effects of a 10 per cent change in 
th® net Qutpiit of each' sector upon the net output of all 
other sectors are given in fables 13 and 1^ * A 10 per cent 
change in primary agricultural net output brought about by 
pTOduction control in 19^ 9 would decrease secondary agricul­
tural production by .392 per cent, industry and services net 
output by *339 per cent, and governiient services' by .140 per 
cent, k 10 per cent change in secondair agricultural net 
output brought about by production control in 19^9 would de­
crease priisary agricultural production by 5.310 per cent, 
industry and services by ,119 per cent, and government ser­
vices by .010' per cent. 
If the static conditions of the input-output model hold, 
a.greater absolute chstfige in agricultural output could be 
facilitated by 10 per cent control program in secondary 
agriculture than in primary agriculture. In Table 14, the 
absolute effect of a 10 per cent reduction in secondary 
agricultural output was a reduction in primary agricultural 
output by 1.1 billion dollars whereas the absolute effect of 
a 10 per cent' reduction in primary agricultural output was 
a reduction in secondary output of only 70 million dollars, 
effects of a 10 per cent reduction in secondary 
Ifeble 13. Fer Q%mt of Increas© in Otitputs of Sectors Supplyii®. 
Inputs • Assoelatest with a 10 fer Cent Im^pema® in 
let Outpats^  
Sectors CQ»®.y»lJ]g tlJ©. inputs in prodticli^  net output 
Sectors 
swpplyif® 
inputs 
Year agricultural 
profimtloa 
Secondary 
agricultural 
production 
. Industi^  
and 
serviaes 
Foreign 
trad© Oovem-
n^t 
ffimfT 
agricul­
tural 
pr«3dmetioii 
1949 
1939 
1929 
mmrn 
.05310 
.05333 
.05729 
.03348 
.02408 
.02448 
.GO823 
.00.^ 5 
.01117 
.00242 
.01048 
•• 
Seconds!^  
agricul­
tural 
pro^ luction 
19^ 9 
1939 
1929 
.00392 
.00666 
.00659 
— 
.08616 
.07965 
.07966 
.00022 
.00012 
.00025 
Industry 
and 
services 
1949 
1939 
192-9 
.00339 
.00243 
.00272 
.00119 
.00184 
.00138 
— 
.00490 
.00349 
.00441 
.00925 
.00763 
.00448 
Foreign 
trade 
(imports) 
1949 
1939 
1929 
— 
.04305 
.06689 
.06779 
— 
.03850 
.00303 
.00234 
Qovemment 
1949 
1939 
1929 
.00140 
.00319 
.00474 
.00010 
.00019 
.00038 
.05781 
.06932 
.0^ 62 
.00126 
.00453 
.00301 
P^er cent calculated by dividing data in Table l4 by the corresponding net 
outputs (Tables 1, 2, and 3). 
fabl© 14. Absolutat la Crutimt of Sectors Supplylf^  
Inputs labor S@r¥ie#s Associated wltii a 10 
JBer Cent €^ an@g in Met Output 
Ctfeomssai® of dollars)^  
Sec tow eonm»lJi^  Inputs in pi^ ucii^  mt outgput 
Sectors 
supplyii^  
inputs 
Itear 
Witimisj 
agricultural 
pjpoduction 
iecoiiia:^  
agricultural. 
prodi«?tion 
Industry 
ai^  
mmlms 
foi^ ign 
trade 
Qmemi" 
wmnt 
r^iciil-
tural 
prc^ uction 
1949 
1939 
1929 
1,157,476 
3^ ,203 
649,659 
729,7S3 
175,2^  
277,648 
179,468 
43,331 
126,628 
,^682 
76,3<^  
SecoMary 
agricul­
tural 
pi^ uction 
1949 
1939 
1929 
69,744 
37,334 
44,074 
«w«» 
1,530,405 
446,434 
533,200 
3,972 
669 
1,675 
Il^ UStl^ 
and 
services 
1949 
1939 
1929 
733*CM)0 
186,5^  
236,800 
257,894 
91,025 
120,038 
1,058,665 
267,834 
384,105 
1,998,764 
586,000 
389,900 
Foi^ ign 
trade 
1949 
1939 
1929 
«»«i» 
<m mm 
- - 463,^  
1^ ,247 
298,223 
mm-mm 414,600 
6,9c© 
10,3€» 
C^omputed by aailtlplyii^  10 per cent of net outputs (Tables 1, 2, and 3) by 
ti^  input coefficients (Tables 4, 5, and 6), 
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agricultural production on industry flows was less as well 
m tlie «ffeets on. governni®nt revenues and the quantity of 
labor services. The greater absolute'reduction in agricul­
tural output through controls on secondary agriculture would 
be offset soiMwliiat by the m-agnitude of the 10 per cent re­
duction in net output of the sector since primary agricul­
tural net output aslightly exceeds secondary agricultural net 
output (fable 1). 
Is previously indicated, estimates made by the United 
States President's llaterial folicy CoBjiaission (41, p. 65) 
indicated that priisary agricultural production must increase 
by 30'3 cent, and secondary agricultural production must 
increase by 37.9 cent to supply the demand for food pro­
ducts in 1975* If one aasuaies these Increases in the net 
output of the priffii,^  and secondary agricultural sectors, 
the effect of these increases upon the net outputs of sec­
tors supplyljig, resources to the agricultural sectors can be 
observed by input-output .analysis. Table 13 gives the per 
cent increase in net output of sectors supplying resources 
to priiaary agriculture associated with a 10 per cent in­
crease in primary agricultural production. A 30.3 P®r cent 
inc.rease in primary agricultural production in I949 would 
necessitate a I.I8 per cent lnci*ease in second^ ary agricul­
tural net output, a 1.02 per cent increase in industry and 
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services net output, and a .42 per cent Increase in govern-
aent services. A 37'9 P®r cent increase in secondary agri­
cultural net output in 19^ 9 would necessitate a 20.1 per 
cent increase in priimry agricultural net output^  a .45 per 
cent increase in iMustry and services net output, and a ,03 
per cent increase in government services. 
absolute flows of resources to the agricultural 
sector under the above asaumed increases in net outputs are 
obtained froro Table 14. A 30,3 per cent increase in primary 
agricultural.net output in 1949 viould necessitate 211,324 
thousands of dollars' worth of resources from secondary 
•agricultural production,. 2,220,990 thousands of dollars* 
worth of resources from industry and services, 232,600 
thousands of dollars* worth of goverrune.nt services, and 
2,353.^ 049 thousaMs of dollars* worth of labor services. 
A 37*9 per cent .increase in- s@cond.ary agricultural net out­
put in 1949 would necessitate 4,386,834 thousand® of dollars' 
worth of f«sources from primary agricultural production, 
977^ 418 thousands of dollars* worth of re3ou3:»ces from in­
dustry and services production^  21,053 thousands of dollars' 
worth of govewuaent services, and 1,887,541 thouaands of 
•dollars* worth of labor services. 
Increases and decreases in net outputs of the agricul­
tural sector© my com .about by condition® other than those 
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already 'ii^ ntioned. Bmphssis on soil conservation and an 
increase in forage crops in the rotations, on farms would. 
lead to a reduction in the net output.in primary agricul­
tural output as a result of the shifting of acreage in cash 
c.rops to forages of lower value. Sues© shifts may also re-
.sult in increased net output if forages were complementary 
to grain in the rotations, fhe increase in forage in the 
priaiary agricultural sector often necessitates increased 
outputs of agricultural production because of in­
creased livestock production on farms where forage is an 
iaportsnt part of a ©oil conserving program. Effects of 
soil conserving policies directed at affecting agricultural 
output can be analyzed once the magnitude of the shift in 
production has been estijaated. 
3, ghanaes in eiapio's^ nt 
So fai5 the effects of changes in the final bill of 
goods as a result of changes in consumers • demauid and changes 
in agricultural outputs as a result of agricultural policy 
have been, the only considerations. The I^ eontief system also 
provides the infomation for an .analysis of the effects- of 
these changes upon erap.l.o.yMnt. from Tables 5, and 6, 
the following linear rel.ationships between net output and 
employment can be constanacted .for 19^ 9# 1939 and 1929, re-
.@pective.ly:. 
19^ 9 1939 1929 
'«IYR 
.35601 li .3^ 919 Xi .363^ 2 
,28©39 :^ 8 .28378 Xa .34275 Xja 
,5^ 268 Xa 6^3 ® ,.50906 Xg .51520 Xg 
.37332 Xg V •-» *05 - .57215 Xg ,34804 Xg . 
relationships <let©rmifte the dollar value of 
eiaployment for my given level of net output. The 
new outputs mst^  result from either changes in the final bill 
of goo^ ds or chaiRses in output achieved through government 
prograas, fen increase of one dollar''8 worth of output in 
pr,liKarF agrieultural produGtion required an increase of 
.356 dollar*! worth of agricultural labor in 19^ 9. Similar 
inferences can be made from the relationships existing in 
the other sectors of the econon^ . 
Direct comparisons ajaong all the coefficients are not 
possible since a dollar*s worth of agricultural labor may 
not be the »mm as a dollar^ 's worth of industrial labor or 
goven»nt labor, klm the difference between any pair of 
coefficient® within a single year must allow for work pre­
ferences of individuals working in the two sectors. The 
common error made is to impute the difference to inefficient 
allocation of labor services in the econoH^ . In this study 
labor services are Hiea®u»d in dollar value instead of man-
hours* A difference in the coefficients of agriculture and 
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industry can: only be interpreted if. southing Is known about 
the 'amourit of physical exertion required per dollar of out­
put in the two sectors and the wage rates.. If we assume 
that the ffliount of physical exertion required per unit of 
output were the s^ ae in agriculture and Industry, then the 
difference in the value of labor required per unit of output 
would refleet differences in the return to labor in the two 
sector® 
k direct comparison between the labor coefficients for 
primary and secondary agriculture can be made subject to 
slight reserfation on the^  interpretation. The work prefer­
ence factor M limited to personal preferences among enter­
prises within the agricultural econorwy. In many cases, 
individuals are. involved in the production of both sectors. 
However, thei« -are flr®s in agriculture which specialize in 
.one or the other. The principle of opportunity costs, 
.assuiiing constant labor coefficients, would indicate that 
the two coefficients should tend to be equated, fhe two 
are reiaarkably close considering the possible error in the 
data for .approximating labor coefficients for .agriculture, 
fhe coefficient tend® to be larger for primary agricultural 
production thiwi for secondary ass?ieultural production, 
especially in 1939 and 19^ 9. increase of one dollar^ s 
worth of net output in pr.iiW2^  agricultural production in 
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19^ 9> necessitated ,556 dollar*s worth of agricultural 
labor, and.a dollar'© worth of secondary agricultural pro-
duetion necessitated .280 dollar's worth of agricultural 
labor, fhls ae^ ans that a unit of labor would produce a 
greater value of product in secondary agriculture. Studies 
in production economics continually point out the possi­
bilities for i^ ricultural firaas to increase Income' by in­
creasing livestock production. Capital limitations restrict 
maxw fawiers from ©scpandlng livestock organizations and thus 
they continue to employ their resources in crop production. 
!Ehese conclusions with inspect to labor productivity 
are not, conclusive, but the results of this study are con­
sistent with other'findings. Other mthoda are snore suit­
able for a study of the marginal productivity of agricultural 
resources within the fim. 
fhe effects of changes in the final bill of goods upon 
the level of eaployment within a sector also be observed 
from the laontief system. By substituting the relationship 
between the final bill of goods aM the net output of the 
sector.into the appropriate labor relationship given above, 
the effect of a change in any p.art of the final bill of goods 
on employment can be determined. The 1949 relationships for 
agriculture would appear as follows*. 
-7^-
-35601 (1.05925^ 1 .705283ra + .10l86ya 
(4.16) 
4 .28372^ 4 -f .039l2ys) 
3E«s ® .28039 C .06356^ 1 +1.05383^ 2 + .0B%633r3 
(^ .17) 
^ .10020^ 4 + .03912^ )^ 
©10 eqmtsions mtjr 'be siaplijpied m follows j 
x®i « .3771^ 3. + .251l7» + .0363y3 -i- aOlOy^  
(4.18) 
•f .0245FS 
« .miBf. -«• .2955^ ® + .0237ya + .OaSly. 
(^ .19) 
4- ,0110yg 
§. Structural Change 
fh»e aiffei^ ent years, 19^ 9^  1939^  and 1929, were chosen 
for this iii¥e$tigatlon for the purpose of examining changes 
in the structural flow amtrix over time. Kie linear rela­
tionships of production assuaed in the model may limit the 
uBefulness of the results in determining the effects of agri­
cultural policy. Bom knowledge as to the changes which 
occur in the structural flow umtrix over time should aid In 
the interpretation of the results and establish bounds on 
the validity of th® linear assumptions.. Structural changes 
in the structural flow aatrix could result from two phenomena 
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In economic ttieoiy: 1. If the i*0latlonships are non-linear 
and the linear app3?QXimatlon in the model does not represent 
the true relationsMp# a mo^ emnt on the non-linear pro­
d-action funotion of the sector will result in a different 
structural flow matrix at a new point in time. 2. With 
teohnological ehwige or % shift in the production function, 
the structural flow aistrix will be different even at the saro 
lefel of resource us#. Both are important in respect to 
usinn the £eontlef system m a guide to policy decisions. 
Char:glns technologj necessitate more drastic control 
programs than would be indicated bj?- input-output analysis 
in o.rd@r to reduce net output to the desired level, Move-
raent on a non-linear relationship approximated by a linear 
aodel of input-•output analysis may cause one to under-
estiiaate or over-estimate the expected results. In Figure 1 
a technological chi^ nge is illustrated by a shift in the 
production relationship from OA to OB. flie input-output 
analysis based on the relationship OA would be inappropriate 
for deteraiining the necessary reduction in output through 
control programs if OB were the actual relationship at the 
tine the. prograas were put into effect. A raovement along 
the linear relationship tangent to OA would result in an 
expected output OE from OX resources, but if the actual 
.relationship is OA^  the output would be only C® from OX 
re®oui^ ®». 
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X 
INPUT 
Figure 1. An illustration of technological 
change vs. movement on the pro­
duction function 
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Clianges in the structural flow matrix over time cannot 
'fee related to. one eau®e or the other. By examining the 
structural flow mtrix, ^it h® possible to detect overall 
technical treads in the agg.resate use of resources and output 
relations. 
a. Adjusting the Buta to a Base frice Jtevel 
fo faeil^ i^tat# the analysis of structural change in the 
periods 1929 'to 1939 an«l 1939 to 19^ 9» the data must be re­
duced to s single price level, laie data were converted to 
the 1939 price level, 
fo MJ-ust the data in the input-output flow tables to a 
1939 price level (fable 15) ^ the following indices were used 
for each r«#peetive sector 1 
Sector Index 
friffiary •agricultmxml pro- Index of prices received by 
dwction fanwrs 
Secondary ^ sgricultural pro* IMex of prices received by 
duction farmers 
Industry and sewices Wholesale price index 
fo.reisn trad© IMex of prices of foreign 
trade 
^fovensaent .Index of consuiaers* prices 
From th& adjusted input-output .-flow tables, the techni­
cal coefficients of production were derived in the saiae 
manner as for fables 4 and 6. The coefficients for 1939 
fable 15. Distribution of Inputs Outputs of the ttolted States Economy for 
1929, 1939J snd 19%9 lEpressed in feiws- of 1939 Bollars 
(millions of dollars) 
Sectors co»suai.li^  the output (inputs) 
Se©0nd-
Friaary ary 
r^icul- agricul­ louse-
Sectors tural tural Industi^  - foreign hold 
prodmlBB ¥ear pTO" pro­ and trade Oovera- - -consump­ M&t 
tte output auction duction services (exports 3 ®©«t tion outputs 
Primal^  • 
1,686 486 6,887 agricul­ 1929 3.9*6 
3,8^ 
769 
tural 1939 -- 1,?52 ^33 763 448 7,279 
prod^ iction 19%9 -- 3,8S9 2,452 603 177 202 7,32^ 
Sec ©Mary 
6^ 2 4,462 agricul­ 1929 293 — 11 — 
tural 1939 373 — 4,4o4 6 7^ 5,605 
production 1949 271 -- 5,964 15 670 6,921 
Industry 1929 1,919 972 3,113 3,160 61,395 70,561 
and 1939 1,865 910 2,678 5,860 65,537 76,850 
services 1949 3 >6^1 1,281 5,259 9,929 87,274 107,385 
Foreign 1929 1,863 64 821 2,749 
trade 1939 — 1,522 69 684 2,276 
(imports) 19^9 -- - - 2,039 — 1,824 874 ^,738 
1929 481 38 7,070 305 2,259 10,156 
Government 1939 425 25 9,242 604 3,036 13,33^ 
1949 447 32 18,418 403 — 12,558 31,860 
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reiaato the saiae. fhe Input coefficients expressed in terms 
of 1939 «lollars are given in fable 16. 
fo obtain the interdependence coefficients in terms of 
1939 price## it would ordinarily be necessary to find the 
inverse of the 19^ 9 and 1929 structural flow matrices ex­
pressed in 1939 dollars. This would increase the cost of 
computations by two-thirds since all the computations must 
be repeated for two years. In oMer to avoid these addi­
tional costs, a transforiaation technique was used to derive 
the adjusted interdependence coefficients. The use of this 
p-rocedure becone-s »ore .important as the model increases in 
number of equations. Thus a brief discussion of the trans­
formation is appro.priate for future research employing 
input-output aittilysis. 
1?he trmsfopaation of the original matrix of inter­
dependence coefficient® is as follows:^  
= R R-^  (i^ .20) 
where 
is the laatrix of adjusted interdependence co­
efficients. 
T^he writer is indebted to Dr. Hariy Goheen^  Statis­
tical Laboratory 'and Bepartaient of ifethematics, Iowa State 
College J for suggesting the tran'sformation and deriving the 
procedure. 
fable 16. feclmlcal. Input Ooeffieients md Consimptlon of the Ifelted States 
leontoiay tor 1929, 1939 > mA 19^ 9 Expressed in TevmB of 1939 
Dollars 
Seetors eoasiiaing outputa (imptJts} 
Sectors 
producir^  
the output 
Year 
agrieul-
tuml 
produetion 
Secondary 
agrletil-
tural 
production 
IMustry 
arid 
services 
foreign 
trade 
(exports} 
Qofsrn-
a»nt 
Household 
(eoustaaption) 
r^ieul-
tural 
production 
1929 
1939 
19^  
.88437 
.69258 
.56197 
.02390 
.02281 
.02284 
.337SI 
.19038 
.16328 
.05722 
.00557 
486,204 
448,764 
202,028 
Secondary 
agr'icul-
tiir.al 
production 
1929 
1939 
1949 
,0%266 
.05128 
.03711 
.0^ 38 
.05809 
.05554 
.00491 
.00294 
.00419 
602,361 
760,813 
670,547 
Industry 
and 
services 
1929 
1939 
1949 
.27865 
.25619 
.49714 
.21^ 5 
.16239 
.18509 
— 
1.36735 
1.17672 
1.42379 
.31116 
.43948 
.31165 
61,395,642 
65,537,367 
87,274,453 
Foreign 
trade 
(exports) 
1929 
1939 
19^ 9 «w •» 
.02642 
.01981 
.01899 
.00634 
.00517 
.05728 
821,331 
684,633 
874,130 
Govemiaent 
1929 
1939 
19^ 9 
.06985 
.05848 
.06103 
.00867 
.00460 
.00467 
.10020 
.12027 
.17152 
.13436 
.26537 
.10926 
2,259>959 
3,036,000 
3,693>791 
I t 
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H is s diagonal imtrix of the ratios of the indices 
us©d to ad4^ st the imput-output flow tables. 
A i$ thf structuml flow matrix. 
the deriiratlon of the prooedure is as follows; 
A. l3@ the stiJ-uctural flow matrix» 
I Wm saatrisc of input-^ output flo-ws with the net 
outputs in til® diagonal. 
f 'be a dia^ oiaal aatrix of th# reciprocals of the net 
outputs of the seetors. 
1 l» a ditgonal imtrix^  of the ratios of the indices of 
the two years». 
A* be th© ndjusted structural flow matrix. 
S b® a -diageiml aiatrlx of th« •reciprocals of the ad-
4ust@d net outputs' of the sector®, 
fh# structural flow laatrix is derived toys 
tj&t 
k « Zf (4.21) 
then 
-^1 « p-iX"-'' (4.22) 
(4.23) 
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TbB ft3|uste<l stmctural flow matrix is derived by: 
k* « liJCS (4.21^ ) 
then 
(A»)-3. «. (4.25) 
substituting, for X*^ s 
(4.26) 
but 
S-^ F « R (4.27) 
therefore 
ik*y^  « . (4.28) 
Biagonals of and (^ *)"'^  are identical after the 
transfortiation ha«s been perforiHed. Input-output studies indi­
cate that the diagonal of the inverse of structural flow 
satrices appa^ oxiaate 1. fhe economic Interpretation of the 
diagonal eleaient is that a one dollar's worth of change 
in the direet demand for a product of the sector will in« 
ci^ ase or deerea®e the net output of the sector by one 
dollar*s worth. The g2^ a.test limitation is that the proce­
dure destroys the accuracy of the checksi however, when the 
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a<ljus1j©d 2-©lstlo'iisMp0 were used to predict the respective 
adjusted net outputs, the accuracy seemed satisfactory. 
fhe results of the transformation of the interdependence 
Goefflelents are given in Table 17. 
I. Technical Change Over Time 
One Method of ohserving technical change over time 
through input-output analyais is by a backward prediction 
of the net outputis^  (22 j, p, 153). 1939 hill of goods and 
19%9 Interdependence relationships expii^ ssed in 1939 dollars 
are used to predict the 1939 net outputs, fhe same proce~ 
dure would be used with the 1929 bill of goods and the 1939 
interdependence relationships* The discrepancy between the 
actual and the predicted net outputs indicates an existence 
of technical change. 
fable 18 shows the results when these procedures were 
applied to the sectors in this study for the two periods 
1929 to 1939 and 1939 to 19^ 9. 
In examining the prediC'ted net outputs for 1929# it 
can be seen th&t all the net outputs are reasonably close 
to the actual net output except for secondary agricultural 
17, InttrdepenfieiKs® Caefficients for 1929# 1939 ^ and 19^ 9 
Ixpress^ d Int 1939 BOIIsps 
Sectors eonsiMing the outputs 
Saetors 
prodmeln® 
the outputs 
Year 
fTiMmy 
agrleultiii'al 
produetlsn 
Besotx&mf 
agricultural 
prodtietlon 
ImSMMtry 
mrA 
Beyylces 
Fo^ lgn 
tmde 
Qoverti-
jmnt 
Priiaary 
agrieul-
tnval-
prMnctlon 
1929 
1939 
1949 
1.06765 
1.06679 
1»05925 
.96359 
.75341 
.66548 
.08776 
.08686 
.07540 
,40526 
.33430 
.23711 
.02988 
.10095 
.04351 
Seeoiiia..sry 
agrlciil-
tural 
produotion 
1929 
1939 
1949 
.06361 
.074^  
.06736 
1.06945 
1.06311 
1.05383 
.05975 
.Oo9% 
.06639 
.09192 
.10898 
.08874 
.01917 
.0355^  
.02618 
Industry 
and 
services 
1929 
1939 
ms 
.35777 
.34039 
.56493 
.56133 
,42089 
.56178 
1.10922 
1.12527 
1.14734 
1.39769 
1.52864 
1.39158 
.35400 
.52192 
.44068 
Foreign 
trade 
1929 
1939 
1949 
.01016 
.00729 
.01978 
.01568 
.00887 
.01869 
.03007 
.02305 
.03348 
1.03872 
1.03276 
1.04598 
.01594 
.01589 
.07045 
Qovei^ nment 
1929 
1939 
1949 
.11214 
.10560 
.15798 
.13460 
.10192 
.14000 
.12114 
.14685 
.20416 
.28474 
.47796 
.34142 
1.039^  
1.07305 
1.08414 
fable 18. Prediction of the MJusted let Outputs for 1929 ana 1939 with 
fcbe Adjusted Interisiser^ ric© Coefflelents for 1939 ai«l 19^ 9 
{thotis^ tSs of dollars) 
Sartor 193.9 output 
Predicted 1939 
mt output 
from 1939 toiii 
of goods and 
19^ 9 adjusted 
m&tflQiMntm 
19.29 adjusted 
mt output 
Pr-edicted 1929 net 
o-.;tput from 1929 
adjusted bill 
of goods gnd 
1939 eoefficlewts 
Primal^  
a^ i'leialtuiml 
prodiictioji 7,279,S15 
6,217,511 6,887.985 6,838,042 
SecoMai^  
r^icultural 
production 
5,605,189 5,323.2.53 4,462,328 5,137,367 
Industry 
and 
services 
76,850954 78,165,1^ 8 70,561,333 71.940,738 
Foreign 
trade 2,276,098 3.147,284 2,276,945 2,308,205 
Goverraaent 13,33^ >000 17,082,701 10,156,162 11,946,298 
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produetloa, is consistent^ with I^ ontlef*s findings 
when he employed this pr^ oeedur© on an analysis of industrial 
sectors of the ©eonoi^  OY©r the saw® period. His conclusion 
was that little 'technical change was evidenced except in 
the railr©.^  industry. From this study it might be con-
eluded that little technical ch^ ig© occurred during the per­
iod except in secondary agricultural production. It is diffi 
cult to determine what the s:pecific chafes were in secondary 
agricultural production. In comparing the technical pro­
duction coefficients for secondary agricultural production 
in fable 16^  the input per unit of net output declined con-
giderably for both prlmry agricultural and industry and 
services products fro® 1929 to 1939.» fable 15, net out­
put of secondary agricultural production increased from 4.4 
billion dollars to 5*6 billion dollars, whereas Inputs from 
secoMary ^ rlculture and industry and services declined. 
k greater output fro® a smaller quantity of input is indi­
cative of technological progress. This study is not 
specific enough to detemine where this progress occurred 
in agricultural production. 
yiimn the backward prediction was applied to 1939 net 
outputs, the results were guite different than for the 
earlier ten year period. It might be concluded that tech­
nological change took place in all sectors except secondary 
agrieultuml production. The period from 1939 to 19^ 9 in­
cluded th© war period which would be expected to bring about 
laore mpid technological change than the pluvious period 
which Included the d©ps:^ ssion 3re.ars. Specific changes can­
not be isolated^  and the effects are net effects of all 
changes in technology« 
A more ofejectlve method of observing the difference be­
tween the two esttoates of net output obtained by the back­
ward prediction technique would be desirable. As yet, the 
literature has not dealt with- this problem. 
J. Changes in inputs and Outputs Over Time 
It' is Interesting to analyze by inspection the techni­
cal input coefficients and the .aggregate inputs of agricul­
ture given In fables 15 and 16. 
In fable Ifi, coluisn 1, a sizable change occurred in 
the input c-oef fie lent of industi^  and services products for 
primary i^ ricultural production. Thle reflects the tech­
nological, changes which have occurred in crop production 
over this period, fhe change fro® horse power to 
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mechanleal power would have increased this coefficient. 
Also the increased use of coiia^ rcial fertilizer in crop 
production would have had the same effect. It is known that 
technological changes have taken place in these aspects of 
agricultural production* In Table 15^  the quantity of in­
puts to prlaary agricultural production from industry and 
services measured in constant dollars almost doubled,whereas 
the net output of the sector increased only by 7 per cent. 
Acreage from which this output was produced might have 
actually decreased during this period^  considering the prob­
able increases in forag®' production and the effects of 
acreage control, 'fhe alinost constant net output could have 
been naintained by the coKiple»ntary relation between forage 
and grain production> improved varieties, or the apparent 
ine»a8e in the use of coraserclal fertllizei's. These re­
sults are in no way conclusive? but from the viewpoint of 
the validity of the mygthodology, it does seem to reflect 
the technological changes which occurred in primai-y agri­
cultural production during the period 1929 to 19^ 9. 
In fable 15,the net output of secondary s^ ricultural 
production iM&sured in constant dollars increased much more 
than primary agricultural output. Secondary net output 
increased over 3,0 per cent when eofflparing 1929 with 19^ 9 
outputs, ligatn this is indicative of technical changes 
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in secoBdapy agrieultural production. The increase in net 
output of secondary agricultural production does not appear 
to haw incr«fa@ed the value of the flow of resources from 
priaary •agricultural production because the dollar value re-
laained almost constant. The input per unit of net output 
declined frois .88 to .56' (Table 16). ©lis could have been 
brought about by the use of cheap forages in livestock pro­
duction which would place a greater volume of feed at the 
disposal of tecondaiiT production without any increase in 
the total value, ais seeais possible with the emphasis 
placed•on reduction of acreage in soil depleting crops and 
Increased forage production fro® soil conserving programs 
which took place during this same period. Another inter­
esting pheno^ mena seeas evident in the inputs of industrial 
and services products. The input coefficient for products 
of ,Indust2?y and services xH&mlned relatively constant (Table 
16)^  however, a significant change occurred in the total 
quantity of inputs. It might be deduced that the increase 
in secondary agricultural production did not come about by 
a technical change in feeding livestock conBnercial feeds. 
The change would appear to be^ a more extensive use of 
cheaper roughage feeds with approximately the sa®e quantity 
of feeds supplei»ntary to fam grown,feeds. Again the 
lnput*©utp«t approach seems to reflect the technical changes 
which have tJtken place in secondary agricultural production 
•omr the past two decades. 
mi teclmleal ehajiges Im^ e not been confined to rota­
tions aM livestock rations-. Other teclinlcal changes may 
hav# ©ofitrifeutei to tlie sise of the coeffleients and quanti­
ties of resources usM in production. Son® tecimlcal 
chaiiges In production technique imj have compensating 
effects. For e%«ple, feeding operations use more com-
jaercial feeds| however,, innovations such as addition of 
mtifeiotics to rations aay decrease the input coefficients. 
Onl|r the aggreg&te effect® of all. technical change can be 
observed in the input-output analjrsis., 
fhe foregoing, empirical study has attempted to show the 
adaptability of the I^ eontief input-out|>ut analysis to agri­
cultural preduction i^ aearch. Bie evidence is lae-ager and 
sonewhat subjective. However^  it does indicate that the re­
sult® have soH^  econoiaic inteipretation. 'fhe observations 
are historical^ , and the question B.till remains as. to whether 
hi.stQricsl .relationdhips are ^ plicable to future agri­
cultural policy. It cannot be over-emphasized that the 
analysis is static aiKi subject to errors about which no 
l£no#ledge is available; consequently;, they have been ignored, 
thus, the results and inferences are of a pilot nature 
w.h.ich future resea^ h a»y easily refute. More realistic 
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aodels> more accurate data, and interval estimation are all 
.important considerations for further investigation. 
fhe interest now turns to what use can be made of the 
linear Leontief system in dealing with problems arising in 
agriottitural production. Bie final chapter will be devoted 
to this smb^ ect and will examine the validitjr of lir»sar 
a^ suaptioni in 'agricultural production. 
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?. kfrniCATiOM m Tm mTmmoum TO 
AdHioiiLfimAi. msumm 
•f»o cpestlofts 8#®® to be pevtixmnt to the application 
of MontMt Input-output analysis to agaj'icultural research: 
Cl) Are linear assmptions in production valid? (2) In 
what a«'as of' agricultural research can the methodology be 
•appliedt this section will be devoted to a consideration 
of both gueitlons based on the findings and experiences of 
conducting the present investigation, 
k, Linear Belationships of froduction 
A-sawptions of linearity of production are not new to 
agricultural production research.* fhe explicit assumption 
of. linear relationships (constant re-tums to scale) must be 
laade in^  ugii^  the technique of iiaputing returns to factors 
of production, <3enerally ssarket rates of return are imputed 
to all factors except to. the one of interest, thus leaving 
the residual of tlW' total product as a ineasure of the pro­
ductivity of tl» final factor (13> p.. 776). The traditional 
aethods of' analyzing far® business association records 
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Mpllcltly implied constant production coefficienta. The 
budget-ing teehnlciue eaploje4 by many agricultural economists 
in determining the optiama combination of farm resources is 
based on linewr* production relationships. ®iis is not justi­
fication for adopting input-output analysis which also 
as@u»»s linear- relationships. lather, an. examination of the 
sectors included in the system should be made to detemine 
the validity ©f linear assiaoptions * If it is found that 
limar relationships are not realistic, then it is important 
to recognise the limitations in using the linear approxima­
tion® . 
One ligrpothesis coneeitiing agricultural input-output 
relations' is that awny aspects^  of •agricultural production 
do follow linear relations. Farticularly, where one is 
measuring .aggregate net output of primary and secondary 
agricultural production, the assximption seems to have con­
siderable validity, k single acre of corn production under 
a given technique could be duplicated in every fashion, and 
likewise, output would be duplicated. A single animal fed 
under a given technique could be duplicated by the same 
technical combination of inputs. Here the units of output 
are results of small Individual production processes which 
do not follow linear relationships. That is, placirig addi­
tional pounds on an TOimal does not come about by fixed input 
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coefficients,# but each .200 powd hog piroduced by the agrl-
cultuml fim approitlaately the same combination 
of total inputs, Mhen the wilts of output are the end pro­
ducts of a n«mber of production p'rocesses, it would seem 
that the total output could be increased over a considerable 
range before the disecononiies of aianageiaent, sanitation, 
etc., would beco« important and decrease returns. 
It setia® re-asonable to believe that the quantities of 
products included in net output of the agricultural 
sectors, particularly in secondary agricultural production, 
are affected .more by the increase in the number of animals 
aarketed or the^  number of acres produced rather than the 
level of output fro® each individual aniiaal or acre. 
figure 2 illustrates the possibility of obtaining a 
given output fr«m either of the two processes of production. 
fP and .?*•?* are iso-product curves i^ pjTesenting two levels 
of output of pork production. An -increase in the total out­
put froia PP to f can be obtained either by producing more 
po'unds on a given nunber of hogs or by marketing more hogs 
at the 'saiM weight. If the output Ff is being produced with 
OA hogs aad 00 feed then by increasing the feed input to OE, 
the output f*F* would be achieved., fhis is t-he relationship 
facing ttm individual hog producer attempting, to detemine 
the most profitable weight to smrket a given number of hogs. 
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D E C 
POUNDS OF FEED> 
Figure 2. Illustration of combining resources 
to produce a given output 
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If the output Wf is being prd^ uced with OB hogs and OD feed, 
than by irncreaeiug the smumber ^ of hogs and the ' aiJKJunt of feed 
In fi3sei pi'oportions ^ the output P'P' would he achieved with 
OA hogs ftnd OS feed. !l?he Individual hogs would now be.mar­
keted at the &mm weight as they were when the output PP was 
produced. ®iis is the pattern of production when the hog 
producer varies the number of gilts farrowing arai markets 
his hogs at ^ proximately the same average weight. 
fsr»er0 have traditionally marfceted hogs within the 
narrow wight range of BQQ to 250 pounds, therefore, it 
might mmilf be found that aggregate changee in hog pro­
duction are affeo:ted store by the- number of hogs marketed 
than by heavier raarfcet weights of individual hoga. Outlook 
infomation would support this hypothesis since estimates 
of expected production of agriculture are based to a large 
extent on the-number of p.lss farrowed, number of cattle on 
feed,,. iMtber of acres seeded^  etc. 
If aggresate outputs .increase and decrease under the 
fo.regoiiig .c.oaditictnj. it would appe-ar- that the production 
relationships of net output of agricultural products are 
linear hoaogeneous production functions of the first degree. 
Under these condition®^  fi^ ed coefficients of production in 
the input-output ,analy®is would have considerable validity. 
Naturally, It would be imposaible to believe that all aspects 
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of production talc® place under fixed coefficients, but it 
would see® that lineai* assumptions are less serious on the 
aggregafcs level than on th^  lev'Sl of individual firms. 
On® of th© aiost serious limitations of input-output 
.analysis is tha% wh#n ehangts in the^  level of net output in 
a sector Is assiiised, it must also be assumed that resources 
to produce the new output are available and can be drawn into 
the sector, -©ils is unrealistic in .agriculture where the 
quantity of land is fiaced^  and capital is not always available 
to m iiidiv.ldual producer* laethodology assumes that when 
output in primary agri^ sultuim' inemases, land would vary as 
well m- other »s0«rc6.s. More seres of one crop generally 
seam, feirer acres of some other crop. If acres of land are 
not available fo.r more production^  thm the only method of 
ine»asing. produetion is to apply mm resourcea to the 
ac.r#s ali^ g^ y in production, fhm, relationships cannot be 
ass«iMd linear. Ml»n additional capital is not available, 
other resources are combined with the fixed quantity of 
capital to incr«tftae agricultural production. Under these 
oircumstaace.sJ constant .input coefficients are not valid. 
A liiaitation which is related to la^ e linear relation­
ships in the- Ieont.ief #ystea .arise®, when the relationships 
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of on© year are used to predict the changes, which will occur 
•under nm agricultuml policies* This study indicates that 
the constant coefficients do not hold over long periods of 
tiHie probably feecaus# of technological chaise. *ltechnolosi-
cal changt•Is expected to continue for quite some time since 
iffismy praetiees now known have yet to be .adopted by agricul­
tural firm, Any use of the input-output analysis to 
analyae ttm effects of new agricultural policies would 
necessarily be liiaited to very ahort periods of time and, 
even then, asy be subject to considerable erro.r. A con­
tinuous ln.put»output .study of the toerican econon^ ' might 
be useful in policy decision raaking and nmy provide Infortna-
tion for the developront of aore realistic dynamic models. 
B. legional Input-Output Analysis 
One promising ai^ a of agricultural research where the 
l.eontief input-output iyaalysis should prove to be appro­
priate is • in the •analysis of interdependence of regional 
as^ Picultural production, this problem is of interest from 
both the stwidpsint of resource allocation .^ and of effects 
of agricultural policy. Some pilot wox^ c in this field has 
been dom by Isard (16). His investigations were concerned 
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priraarily with oTstaining a suitable classification of in­
dustries into national 1 non-national^  an<J local industries, 
The work is useful as a guide to developing an input-output 
model for regional analjrsis of agriculture. "Hie essential 
revision in the model is that a system of equations are set 
up for the balance of regional production and consumption 
(£3, P- 97). It is beyond this study to outline a nathema-
tical model appropriate for studying regional relationships 
in agricultural production, but it appears that such an 
analysis could be applied with much less difficulty than 
that Involved in a regional study of industries. Regional 
agricultural production appears to be *'^ tiational" industries 
.and thus could be added to the over all system with an 
equation for each regional area of agriculture. The most 
difficult problem is to obtain the estimates of the flows 
of output aaiong the agricultural regions and the flows from 
the other sectors of the economy to each agricultural 
region. If such data could be obtained, the mathematical 
model would not be altered except that a larger system of 
equations would be involved•' 
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?I. km CONCLUSIONS 
k 8tu<ay of agriculture as m industry is of economic 
ijaportstrjce for detemining an efficient allocation of re­
sources b«tw«n sectors &s well m within sectors of the 
•econoi^  aM 4ete.rainins th© effects of agricultural policies 
•directed mt controlling resource flows and net outputs of 
the monom* 
iassily.-,M. laontief of Harvard University introduced a 
nathesjatieal techniiqiu© co®aonly known as "input-output 
analysis** in which the- econos^  is described by a system of 
line's^  e«iuations establishing a balance among net outputs, 
flows of net output, and final consumption in the economy, 
•fhe systea appears as follows: 
n 
-t» y^  w i J (i 1,2,-—n) (6.1) 
J - 1 • 
where n is the nui^ er of interrelated sectors of the eeonouQr; 
i® ti» flow of net output from tli® i-th sector to the 
j«th sector! y^  is the direct contribution of the i-th sec­
tor to.the final bill of goods i and is the net output of 
the i-'th sector. 
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teeteicml produotion coefficients are assumed con~ 
stant, and, thti» the production relationships for all sectors 
and all resotirse-s ar®s 
By substitution^  the basic system of equations appears 
as follows J 
n 
X - ^  a^  (i = 1,2^ —n) . (6,3) 
J « 1 
By solving thiS" system of equations the Interdependence 
between the final bill of goods -and net outputs is estab­
lished. 
n 
"y ** ^ • (6.4) 
Tkm^  i^ ontlef input-output analysis was used to study 
the Interdependence of agriculture -and other sectors of the 
econoiay in 19^ 9* 1939^  1929* Results of this study 
show the effect of changes in the final bill of goods to be 
produced upon the net output of the sectors included in the 
study «nd the level of employ«nt. Effects of a change in 
the net output of a sector upon the net output of other 
sectors and the level of employmnt associated with any 
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speeifled level of net oufcfsut were also observed for the 
three years iincluded is the study. 
Not only wm this study directed at an analysis of the 
United States economy but also at an introduction of the 
laontief te#hnlqy© a®, a tool for analyzii^  problems of- agri-
culturitl policy affecting production. 
1. Friwti^  agricultural production, defined as the out­
put of agriculture derived from the culture of plant life, is 
highly interrelated with secondary agricultural production 
and iiMustry md service® production. A one dollar's worth 
of increase in the direct deaaM for primary agricultural 
production in 19^ 9 'required a .064 and ,klQ dollar's worth 
of .secondary agricultural production and industry and ser­
vices production^  respectively. 
2. Secondaiy agricultural production, defined as live­
stock production and storage activities, was most interrelated 
with priisary agricultural production and industrial and ser­
vices production. ' A one dollar*® worth of increase in the 
direct dearnnd for secondai^ y agricultural production in 19^ 9 
required a .705 and .441 dollar's worth of increase in pri-
Wiry agricultural production and Industry and services output, 
respectively. 
3. this study would indicate that industry and services 
production of the United States econoa^ y is not highly 
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dependent upon asricultural pTOduction for producing its 
aggregate net output. Changes in the direct demand for in­
dustry and services output have littla effect upon agricul­
tural output. It must be esiphasized that aggregate effects 
are observed and not effects of increase in demand for 
specific groups of cossnodlties. Since derived demand for 
agricultural products is probably more Important than the 
direct deiafflnd for agricultural products in the I^ eontief 
syateia, the interdependence of Industry and services and 
the .sgrieultural sectors iMicate© the effects of changes in 
derived deaand for •agricultural products. In 19^ 9> a one 
dollar*® worth of incs^ ase in the direct demand for Industry 
and services product® necessitated .102 and .085 dollar''s 
worth of Inci^ ase in prliimry and secondary agricultural pro­
duction , re-spectively. 
4, The results of the awalysis of the foreign trade 
sector indicated the -i^ latlonshlp between the final bill 
of goods and the flow of exports. Foreign trade analysis 
in this stwdy was not appropriate for ex^ nining the effect 
of foreign trade policies^  such as tariff changes and trade 
agreeMnts. 
5. Qov^ rmmnt is more Interrelated with the industrial 
sector of the econoJi^  tha^  either of the agricultural sectors 
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included irs this study. Payments to government (inputs) 
from the infiusti:^ ' and services sector exceeded the combined 
payments to governmant from both agricultural sectors. 
6. The Leontief system is an appropriate tool for 
studying the aggregate interdependence of sectors of the 
economy, g^regate effects of changes in demand for agri­
cultural products snd resource requirements associated with 
a given level of output can toe observed and are important 
to policy decisiong for agriculture. It must be emphasised 
that effects observed by the input-output technique are 
based on a static ^ n^alysis^  subject to errors of observa­
tion- based on constant production coefficients, and based 
on the. assiMption that techniques of production remain un­
changed .. 
7. Besults of this study not adequate to determine 
the validity of the assumptions of input-output analysis. 
1?his study would indicate that the constant coefficients of 
liiput-output analysis are applicable for only short periods 
of tl»@. Input-output analysis of the econon^  for a number 
of years can furnish info,rfflation on the changes in the 
structural flow aatrJjc which are caused by technological 
change or changing price relationships. 3'hts information 
would assist the scientist in predicting results of policies 
and determining policies to achieve ends in view. 
8, liiput-output analysis can be applied to other proto-
lesis to research. Regional analysis of agrlcultxire see'ins to 
be ail appropi*late area for the application of the input-
output teclmiqtie. 
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A. "She Source of the Data 
ftvallabie data for an inpii.t-output analysis are at 
best rather unsatisfactory. Several of the ^ '•ariafeles are 
estlmatesl from several sources of information., and in many 
iBStsRces it is necessary to rely heavily upon the knowledge 
of the subject matter in deriving the estimates. Census 
statistics are not available for all years, and the complete 
censuses of all seetors of the United States econon^  are not 
made in a single year. ®ie Census of ^ nufactures tms made 
in 1947 and will not be talcen again imtil 1953. The Census 
of Business wm lait talcen in 19^ i'8. The Census of Agricul­
ture and the Census of Population are made each ten years 
and were last talcen in 1950. The statistics from these cen­
suses are generally not available until tifo or three years 
after the census year. For escaraple, census years vrere 
selected for this study; however, the 194.9 agricultural 
business obtained in the. 1950 census was still not avail­
able for this study, t^ich of the data used in this study 
are based on .an extrapolation of the census data and are 
later adjusted as new sources of infonuation becorae avail­
able. 1?hls is the general, practice used by the Department 
of CoTOierce in estli»ting. national income statistics. In 
general J. the data used in this study are estimates made 
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•and publlslied hj tht® Bui?eau of Agricultural Economics > the 
OepartMsnt of %rieulture, the Departnient of CoB»aerce, the 
.Division of I#6bor Statistics, smd the Bt^ reau of the Census. 
Mttle or no iiifo,mstion is available concerning the 
reliabilitjr of the .aggregate^  estimates of production and 
consuffiption in the United States econow- Tintner (28, 
Pw 63) points out that this is a serious problem which needs 
considerable attention. Bfech could be done to improve input 
output tnaljsis if tM agencies -that prepare estimates of 
the i^ gregstes nee^ d for the analysis would also import 
»a8ures of p«cision to be attached to these quantities. 
B. latiiaatii:^  the Variables x.^ y and 
•fhe statistical laodel mm cteveloi^ d in Section II, and 
a general description of the economic variables in the model 
was iMluded in Section III. fkm detailed source of the 
data and the methods emplofed in deriving estimates of the 
v.ariables where direct source® wem not available will be 
discussed .in this section. liiaitations of these data in 
providing infoiroation on tte flows of resources among the 
various sectors of the United States econoa^  will be 
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ificluded whm appropriate, Oecasioimlly the source of in-
foraation for estimsti«g the variable was available for only 
one or two of tJte years studied. In such oases, it was 
aeeessa-ry to use more- than one source or devise a technique 
for estimtiiig the dstm for the other years. All the rele­
vant sources aand procedures used in estimating a variable 
are included 'under the discussion of each variable. 
1- Friiaary aisricultural production 
Xia ®i© pi^ sical quantity of feed fed to livestock 
was obtained from the distribution of feed crops and 
other crops fed to- livestock (3#, pp, 7-10 and pp» 31-
32) (38) • Wiere the distributions -of crops were esti­
mated for the c-rop year rather than the calendar year, 
a uioving average of two years each having a weight, 
.50 J. was used to estimate the quantity of feed fed to 
livestock during a cale-ndar year, the quantities of 
each feed fed to livestock were multiplied by the 
average prices received by farmer® during the calendar 
year. Average prices mm obtained from (31, pp. 72-
75), (32, pp. 72-75),and (39, PP. 499-503). Where 
monthly average prices tsrere not given for feeds con-
suiaed by livestock, the seasonal average price reported 
in C38) was used. 
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Little Inforiaation was available on the estimate® 
of the value of pasture consus^ d by llvestoclc. Jennlrigs 
(18, p. 14) made estinmtes of the total feed units of 
pasture produced in the periods 19^ i-^ 2s 193S-'^ Oj and 
1929-33• ®iese estimates were extrapolated to the 
years Included In this study by the ratio of total acres 
in pasture to total acres in farms detennined from the 
agricultural census (34). One pasture feed unit was 
equivalent to one pound of corn, thus the number of pas­
ture feed units was multiplied by the average price of 
a poui^  of com to detemint the value of pasture con-
suaied by livestock. 4 somewhat more refined method of 
estimating pasture value was devised by Jarrett (17, 
p. 79)• His »thod gave an additional weight to pas­
ture and range conditions to Include consideration for 
weather. 
The net increase in the value of stocks of grain 
and other crops stored on farms and in bins owned or 
controlled by the Cowiodlty Credit Corporation was esti­
mated by the difference between stocks of grain at the 
beginning and end of the year multiplied by its average 
price or 'seasonal average price (34) (38) • 
®he quantity'of crops consumed by industry was ob­
tained as a residual quantity, fhe residual quantity 
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of til# total production of the crop plus the change in 
inventories h®M on farms an4 in governront bins after 
subtracting the disposition to feed, seed,, direct con-
suraption on farjis, exports, and military procurement^  
was allocated to the industry and services sector. 
fhl& mmMml was valued at the average price or sea­
sonal average price depending upon the crop. This pro­
cedure waS' followed for all crops reported in (38) and 
the value of the residuals were added to obtain an esti­
mate of ti» value of crop production flowing to the 
industi^  «nd services sector. 
value of forest products including value of 
free use tiaiber md products of farm forestry (38) was 
added to the value of the residual of crop production 
discussed above. 
1^3ie nethod of estimating the quantity of feed, direct 
coneumptian, and military procurement are discussed on pages 
113.317. andiLS, respectively. 
Ejtports reported for the .period July 1 to June 30 
in (3B}^  therefore a Moving average of two years with weights, 
1^ , was used to est.iaate the quantity of the crop exported 
during the ealeMar year, 
Th& estimate of the quantity of the crop used for seed 
was the previous year estiaate of disposition of the crop 
for seed. The previous year estimate of seed is based on 
the number of acres seeded the following crop year (38). 
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Tim ot ©aoh crop exported was given in 
(38) 5  however, these qufimtitief mre used only in deter­
mining th© residual qujtntity flow^ ing to the industry 
and servie«8 sector. Tkm annual value of crops ex­
ported was obtained from foreign trade statistics {36). 
ilsii^  foreign trade statistics, avoided the use of a 
moving average in detemining th# annual export of 
crops- flmm are some discrepancies in the valuation 
of the flow from ^ riculture to exports since foreign 
trade statistics do not value the products at producer's 
prices which were used for all other flows from primary 
agricultural production, these discrepancies seem 
!#&»• serious in a s»all laodel since it seems reasonable 
to assuiw that these discrepancies fall within the error 
of the aggregate estlmtes. Other studies have given 
much consideration to this problem (6, p. 102). 
'the value of the following exported coaanodities 
were Included in this variablej 
grains, 
hay. 
fruits and preparations. 
fresh fruits. 
fresh vegetables. 
nuts. 
seeds. 
tobacco J, umaanufactured. 
cotton, uniaanufactured, 
wood, uisaanufactured. 
«li7 
Crop production flowiing directly to government in­
cludes those' Quantities procured for militai^  exports 
aM for lailitary food use. Wne&t was the only coiimodlty 
which entem^  into this category in 19^ 9. No quantities 
were- given for the other two years included in the 
study. ®ie quantity of wheat purchased by government 
under ailitary procurement (38) was valued at the aver­
age p'rlce of wheat during the year. 
This variable also include© the value of govemn^ nt 
payments under rental and benefit, soil conservation, 
price adjustment> price parity^  Sugar Act, and pro­
duction prograas. She aggregate estimates were given 
in (SB) for all years from 1929 to 1950- Including 
gov@"mment subsidy payments to agriculture in this 
variable msvsmM that gomriment subsidies to agricul­
ture- w@m an additional i^ tum to the output of agri­
culture- above that which wm received through the 
marke.t. 
Tim value of household eonaui^ ptlon on the farm and 
the value of crops exchanged for consumption goods was 
obtained froia the distribution of each crop (38). For 
those crop distribiitions reported on the basis of the 
crop year J, a aovlng average of two years with equal 
weight, .,50^  was' used to es'timate direct fam household 
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Qommiptlon during th® calendar year» The total direct 
household consuiaptlon of fann crops was checked against 
the aggregate estimates of fana household consumption 
given in (38) under the estiiaate of gross farm income. 
Xi fh@ net output of priiaary agricultural production 
is the sun of the dollar value of all the other var­
iables included in the equation. 
2. gecondary aigrieultural production 
Xaa. value of manure produced bj livestock and 
assumed to be utilized in crop production was estimated 
on the ha^ is of total value of feed consumed by live­
stock. ©le total value of livestock feed consumption 
determined for in the e<|uatlon for primai:^  agricul­
tural production was converted to com equivalent by 
dividing the value of feed by the price of a ton of 
corn, using the average price of corn for the year. 
French (7i- P* 69) estimated that a ton of com pro­
duces 1.7 tons of manure. Ttm tons of com equivalent 
feed consumed by.livestock was multiplied by 1.7 to 
obtain the estimate of tons of manure produced by live­
stock. ®ie value of a ton of manure was estimated from 
the average HfiC content of manure and the price of 
three .mi:Ked commercial fertilizers. An average ton of 
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barttyaM maniire contains 10 powads of nitrogen^  5 
poniBdls of pliosphoroua, an<i 10 poimds of potassium (27^  
p. 209). fhe 1949 price of a poimsi of each nutrient 
ms estiM.te<l to be .1156 for nitrogen, .0956 for phos-
phorou®, and .0893 for potassium using the prices of 
three mlEed fertilisers? 2-12-6j 3-12-61 and 4-12-4 
(38),. frices paid by faraiers for mixed fertilizers 
wem not avaiiabl# for 1939 and 1929, therefore the 
wlue of % ton of atanure for 19'^ 9 was adjusted by the 
index of prices paid by fanners for fertilizer (38). 
Th& estimated ¥alii©s of a ton of manure for the three 
years were $2.53 for 19^9. $1.70 for 1939. and $2.19 
for 1929. 
©le value of li-vestocic production consusied by the 
industry and services sector was estimated by the total 
value of each class of livestock sold for slaughter 
plus the value of livestock products aold. Livestock 
products ©old include dairy products, wool, mohair;, 
and. e.ggs, fhepe estii?iates were derived from (38). 
tivestock and liveatock products exported may not 
actually to© considered as flowing directly from agri­
culture to the export »rket. In order to observe the 
Interdependence between secondary agricultural pro­
duction and exports# it was assumed that those products 
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flowing from secondary agricultural production to the 
export aarlcets did not go through an^  laajor change in 
for®, because of processing and handling for shipment to 
f©.reign mm*k.e%a. The value of the following commodities 
exported in the three years 19^ 9 ^ 1939. and 1929 were 
included in the estimate of the variable (36): 
aniJnals, live, edible. 
animals J, livej, inedible. 
eggs, in shell. 
wool, lao-haiFj, angora rabbit hair, unmanu­
factured. 
Faiw houaehold consumption of livestock was ob­
tained froa, (38) for each of the followir^  classes of 
livestocks cattle, hoss> sheep and lambs, chickens, 
aad. turkeys* To this was added the value of milk pro­
ducts and eggs consuaed by farm households (38). 
the net output of secondary agricultural production 
is the sm of the dollar value of all other variables 
in the equation. 
Sidustry and sergices 
The value of fertilizer and lime used on fams was 
obtninM from {38) except for the year 19^ 9. The 19^ 9 
estiiaates were considered to be subject to considerable 
adjustsienti thewfore, »Dre recent estimates given .in 
•(29) were used for 19^ 19. 
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®ie mtimitm of production expense for operation 
of motor vehicles inoludes exijendltures for gasoline, 
oll^  tires J, ansl repairs on tractors. Forty per cent 
of the antoaobll© expense is included in estimates for 
1939 1939:» a»i 50' per cmt of the automobile expense 
Is included in the 19^9 sBtliMte (38). 
Cepreoiation on buildings j, wachinery and equipinent 
reported in C38)- wa® the smoimt needed to maintain the 
condition of farm bulMlngs# laachlnei^ , and equipment 
at tb®' beglnnli^ . of th© year in a constant state of re­
pair* Only depreciation on aiaehinery and e-quipnient was 
included in this mriable* fte 19^ 9 figure- for total 
deprec.iatlon given in (38) was reduced by the value of 
new biiildinga^  building repairs and fence co-nstruction 
given in {29, p. 39), 'IKie 1939 -and I929 totals glve-n 
in (38) were reduced by the expe-nditures and deprecia­
tion on buildings given in (33^  P- 2^). 
Miscsll^ eoiis production expenses for insecticides j, 
twine^  ginning# irrigation, seed and nursery stock given 
in (3®) aggregated with electricity, insur^ ce, 
veterinary services^  dairy suppliesj smd other live-
stoclc expenses* Ctoly ©stliiates for seed expenses (30, 
p. 8) are given separately. Since seed Includes the 
major part' of the ffiiscellaneou® production costs of 
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crop pTQ^m%lon, only this item was included in this 
variable. Hie balance of miscellaneous production ex­
penses was allocated to secondary agricultural pro­
duction. 
Depreciation and repair on buildings and fences were 
available for 19^ 9 (29^  P- 39)• Estimate® of these ex­
penses for 1939 and 1929 included only depreciation and 
expense® on buildings (33# p. ^ 2). 
Miaeellaneous production expenses less the value 
of aeed purchased was included in this variable as waa 
discussed 'under the variable 
Iftie value' of cosasercial feeds purchased by the 
secondary agricultural prod'uetion sector was estimated 
by aultiplying the annual disappearance of feedstuffs 
by the average price per ton,, bagged in wholesale lots, 
at leading iiiai%:et® (3'6). Disappeio:'ance of coRsnereial 
feeds was given for tte year beginning October Ij 
therefore# a moving ave'rage of two years with weights, 
.'50, 'Mas used to estima'-fe© the disappearMic© during the 
calendar year. Mo comparable data are available for 
1929. i3B} gives t!^  total production expense for feed 
bought for all yeare. ®ie average 'ratio of total value 
of feed bought and value of coiiB»rcial feed consumed in 
19'49^  and 1939 ws used to- eatlnate the v-alue of cociaer-
eial feed bought by fauraers in I929. 
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Export® of industrial production was obtained from 
foreign trade statistics (36). fhe total value of gen­
eral exports wae adjusted by the value of agricultural 
eajports of crops and livestoek included in and 
and the value of govenajient sales abroad. (40, p. 155) 
Qomrmmnt purchase's of goods and services from 
business (40^  p. 155) was adjusted by the value of agri­
cultural ©rops purchased by government included in Xis-
balance on govemraent subsidies and government 
enterprises found in the DepartTOnt of Couanerce's 
accounts of national income was included in this var­
iable since in the model governnient enterprises were 
treated aa a part of the industry and services sector 
of the econoBiy (40, p. 155)' 
yg Consumption of industrial production and services 
by households was estimated from personal expe.nditures 
for durable and non-durable goods and services reported 
in national income statistics (40^ , pp. 198-199). The 
total personal expenditure reported wa0 adjusted by 
deducting the value of food produced and consumed on 
farms (40^  pp. 192-I93),. the value of fuel and ice 
produced and commmd on faras^  and i^ ntal value of 
faCT house® (40, p. 19S-I93). 
®ie net output of industry and services was ob­
tained by addirjg the dollar value of all other variables 
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in the equation. 
foreign tfaie 
4^9 I^ orts 0ousuj»4 by industry and services were the 
totsl value of general imports less the value of im­
ports alloaftted to households ®«id government» The total 
valu« of general im|>orts was obtained from (36). 
Uross purohaset from abroad by govemiaent was given 
in the Pepartaent of CoBBieree*®. acoo^ unts of government 
expenditures in es&tlmating national income (40, p. 
155). 
y^  Bata were not available on the flow of imports to 
the individual ©eetora of the econoaiy. Iieontief allo-
eated ii^ orts to ttm sectors which produced similar 
products in the doaestic economy. His procedure elim­
inates a great deal of JudgMent mcmsmj in allocatir:^  
imijorts to the sectors which use the ii^ orts. In this 
study iiaports were allocated by using the DepartMnt of 
0o»erce*s aggregation of general imports by economic 
classeB'S crude materials, crude foodstuffs, manu­
factured foodstuffs, seai-manufactures» and finished 
mmmtmtumm. ($$» p# 846). Manufactured foodstuffs 
and finished nanufuwetures less government purchases 
froii abroad were allocated tO' direct household consump­
tion. 
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®he aet output of foreign tr^ e was obtained by 
a<a«llng tlie dollar value of all other variables in the 
eQumtion, 
5. aoversa^ -nt 
fhe govenfflent equation shows the source of government 
receipt®' from other seotors of the^  eeonoiny including pajr-
aients from households to goveiment. fo facilitate the 
allocation. Of govefmient receipts ^ it was assmi^ d that con­
tributions to social insurance by employees were a payioent 
to householdt for labor services, fhey were excluded from 
the gove'iment equation md included in payments to house­
holds in the form of suppleajents to wages and salaries. 
estate t'ax m<& personal property tax paid by 
agriculture Mere obtained from (38'). All real estate 
tm. paid by faM omers mm included as a paytnent to 
governs»«t by the primary agricultural sector. The 
portion of per«o,n&l property tax paid to goverraaent by 
the prii»j^  sgrleultural sector was estimated by the 
ratio of the total value of all livestock on farms at 
the beginning of the year and the total fans invest­
ment in live&toclCj ffiachine'ry^  and equipront at the 
beg,ini*ilii® of the year. 
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The share of personal property tax paid by agrl-
cuittare not included in constituted the estiiaate of 
perso'iml property tm paid by secondary agricultural 
production* 
*13 estimate of corporate profits tax accruals was 
obtained from ('%0^  p. 154)« Indirect business tax and 
non-tax. accriml®- were reduced by th© total real estate 
and perso«l property tax paid by agriculture and in­
cluded in this variable as th© ii^ irect business tax 
and non-tax aecruals paid by the industry and services 
sector., 
fo balaiic.# the addition of government subsidy pay-
sent® to agriculture in the total subsidy payuient 
to agriculture wai entered m a payment from Indus tji^ -
and services sector to gove3;we.nt. Jn the ©.stimate of 
national iacoa»j, the receipts of govemiaent from govem-
• .jient enterprises and payments of subsidies by govern­
ment are reported a# a net subsidies less current surplus 
of government enterprises in the governnient expenditure 
.account (40j, p. 155)* Since it was de.sirable to in­
clude the subsidy payraent to the agricultural sector, 
it was asswaed that the.se funds v#ere also an income 
fro®, surplus of govenment enterprises. ®his increased 
the net output, of governaient reported in (40) 
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(goveriwnt expenditures) by the value of subsidies 
paid to agriculture. 
"Kiis variable was estimated by government revenues 
from eustoi® and gross sales of government abroad (40, 
p. 154-155). 
yg Personal tax and non-tax revenues not chargeable 
to bttfineaa (40^  p. 154) and contributions of employees 
to social Insurance (40, p. 155) were used to estimate 
the payments of household® to government. This repre­
sent® the value of govenonent services consulted by 
households. 
Ig fotal governiaent expenditures reported in (40) 
plus the subsidy payaent to agriculture constitutes the 
value of net output of governront. 
6. HousehoIds Clabor) 
The data used to estiniate the input of labor services 
in each' aector of the economy except agriculture were^  ob-
ta.ined from the Pepartaent of 'eoaaerce estimates of national 
incoiae (40). !Kie estimate of wages and.salaries for agri­
culture in 'national income statistics includes only hired 
labor and ignores tim inportance•of family labor consumed 
in the agricultural sectors. Other sources are available 
for estimating the hours of labor required in agricultural 
production which do include family labor. 
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to aggregate estimate of labor required by enter­
prises on farms in terms of man-hours was available in 
(38). ©M estimates were given for all livestock pro­
duction.;, all crop production, and farm maintenance, 
fh# roan-hours of labor required on farms for livestock 
production plus'a proportionate share of the man-houra 
required for fsin iwintenanc© was multiplied by the 
average hourly wage for fstrm labor without board (sB). 
hourly wage wmB' not reported for 1929^  therefore, 
tli« wage p®r day without, board was used and an eight 
hour day was assuMd. fhe proportionate shai^  of the 
labor requireiaeiit for farm laaintenanc© was estimated 
by th« ratio of all other inputs to primary agricul­
tural production and the- total of all other inputs to 
agrieultur® other than labor. ®ie per cent allocated 
to- priinai^  agricultural production was 67.3 per cent 
for 19%9, 68 p#r cent for 1939> and 73 per cent for 
1929. 'Bie hourly rates were .68 dollars per hour 
for 19^ 9^  -20 dollars per hour for 1939^  and .28 
dollars per hour for I929. 
Wages and salaries paid forestry workers (40, pp, 
160-161) and supplements to wage® and salaries of 
forestry workers (40, pp. 162-163) were added to the 
value of fam labor used in primary agricultural pro­
duction in deriving the estimate of the variable. 
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Xge Bie estiamte of man-hours of labor required for 
crop prodxiction plus a proportionate share of the man-
hotirs of labor required for fam mlntenan-ce (38) was 
multiplied by the saas hourly wage rates used in esti-
aatiii® ®ie proportionate ©hare^  of man-hours of 
lalsor re'ciuired for farm maintenance was estimted by 
the ratio of th© total value of all other inputs to 
secondary agricultural production and the total value 
of all inputs to agriculture other than labor, ©le per 
oent allocated to secondary agricultural production was 
32.7 per oent for 19^ 9# 32 per cent for 1939^  and 27 
per cent for 1929* 
fbe wag© bill for irxlustry, services, and govem-
a»nt enterprises was determined by adding the value of 
wages «d ialaries by industry given in (4o, pp. 160-
161) for all industries and services except farms# 
forestry# m<& general government. To this v?as added 
the value of supplen^ nts to wages and salaries for all 
Industries and services except farms, forestry, and 
general go-^ ermmnt (%0,, pp» 162-163). 
Xeg 0overnm@nt salaries and wages were obtained from 
governiaent escpendltures (40, p. I55) by subtracting 
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wages md salaries of govsrmaent enterprises (%0, p. 
160-161) mud Miii^  supplements to wages and salaries 
of geaeral gomt-rment (40, pp. I62-I63), 
